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Front Disk Exchan e~`
ADVISORYCOMMITTEE 1998

This month's issue was coordinated by EAPA Exchange Advisory
Committee Member Joe Kraus, CEAP.

James T. Wrich, Chairman

The Needs of C~1"1

Chicago, IL
312-362-9500

Aging Work Force Tamara Cagney, CEAP

Pleasanton, CA

510-513-4710

If you, like most of us in the EAP field, are disheartened by downsizing, just wait ~` N
a little while. Around the corner is a new trend that could find companies strug- Jim Carpenter ;,.
gling to fill vacant positions. The post-WW II "baby boom" provided the work- Detroit, MI
place with plenty of workers, and the subsequent "zero population years" [or 313-926-5513 ~ ' ''
birth dearth] have left us watching schools close because there weren't enough
children to attend them. In a few years, we expect to experience a similar short- Elena 8. Carr, CEAP
age of employees in workplace.

Falls Church, VA

This issue of the EAPA Exchange will provide information on eldercare, an 703-207-8546

issue that many baby boomer workers are facing in their families, as well as the
needs of an aging work force. EA professionals will play a key role in helping David L. Coles, CEAP

companies and their employees make the necessary changes. Houston, TX
713-676-3540

On page 10-11, EAPA member Kathi Beauchesne and Exchange editor Kay
Springer give an overview of the reasons why the face (and age) of the work Joseph J. Kraus, CEAP
force is changing. On page 12, Diana Ensign of Ceridian Performance Partners Oak Creek, WI
gives EA professionals an excellent checklist of eldercare issues to discuss with 414-768-2465
clients. Gail Hunt, executive director of the National Alliance for Caregiving,
shares results of a survey on the need for eldercare services, and Carol Egan of Tim McGinnis, CEAP
the Hanley-Hazelden Center tells why substance abuse has often been over-

Toletlo, OH
looked as a problem in senior citizens.

419-470-5130

Extra features include:

• 
the text of a widely acclaimed speech presented at the 1997 EAPA Annual

Helen McGlynn
St. Louis, MO

Conference by Dr. Steven Hyman, director of the National Institute of
314-768-3830Mental Health in Maryland;

• highlights from the EAPA District I Conference in Williamsburg, Virginia;
• a description of the EAPA North Carolina Chapter's efforts to gain and mar- Tom Pasco, CEAP

ket EAP licensure;~ Southfield, MI

• a particularly helpful article on how to say goodbye. 313-225-8608

Looking forward to seeing you in Las Vegas! Crystal Haymen Simms
Newark, DE 19808

Sincerely, 302-764-1374

°mod
'

~~~..c~c
Kay Springer

v EAPA Headquarters

Joe Kraus; CEAP Member 703-522-6272

EAPA FxchangeAdvisory Committee

Coming in the next issue:

EAPA Public Policy Issues
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Sundown M Ranch
Established 1968

The oldest residential alcohol and drug addiction treatment center in the state of Washington

We get Results Affordable Experienced
Our independent outcome Our costs are the most rea- Sundown M Ranch has been
studies show 68-72% of sonable in the nation. A 21- in operation since March
these individuals completing
treatment are still clean and
sober after the first year.

day inpatientADULT stay is
$2730 or $130 per day. A 28-
day inpatient ADOLES-
CENT stay is $4060 or $145
per day. These prices include
psychiatric and medical con-
sultation, family counseling
and family room and board.
Treatment is covered by
most insurances/managed
health care.

1968.Over 45,000 adults and .
adolescents afflicted with the
disease of alcoholism and
drug addiction have been led
back to sober, productive
lives by our dedicated, well-
trained professional staff.
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President's
P~ e
Step 6: Sh~zv~e I~fov~~~ztiov~
Witl~iv~ O~v~ Wov~k Ov~~~i,~~ztiov~
by Don Magruder, CEAP

n past issues I've described an
EAPA Program° that would consist
of coininitting ourselves to

• diversity within the Association
• collaborating with other EAPA

members
• working only on projec[s and issues

that support the EAPA mission
• producing results that will improve

our Association and the EAP field
• encouraging our associates [o join

EAPA

Each of these steps, or goals, is
designed to help us work more effec-
tively as an Association.

The sixth, and next, part of this
program is: We will share information
about the benefits of employee assis-
tance within our respective work orga-
nizations.

Stop right there. I know you're
probably thinking, "Of course, I do
that." And you'll turn the page, but
please don't. Stay just a few minutes
with me to review how much your
work organization knows about your
EAP and its benefits. WheCher you're
an external ar an internal EAP, a union
member assistance program, or a con-
sortium, [his is a topic that is relevant
to all of us.

If you, like many of us, say that an
employee assistance program pays for
itself, you're probably right. In fact,
most EAPs pay for themselves several
times over. But does an EAP speak for
itself? Not necessarily. And definitely not
unless you teach it to do so. Here are a
few ways you can matte this happen.

Make sure your EAP has a reliable
evaluation mechanism in place for
clients. Many of our clienes are under

4 • EAPA EXCHANGE •September-October 1998

so much stress when they come to us
that they may not remember to com-
ment on the help they've received.
Malce it easy for them to do so by
mailing afollow-up questionnaire that
will help Chem offer their thanks and
praise for a job well done. And do this
within three to five days of contact
with them when your help is fresh in
their minds. (See the 1998
Mareh/April EAPA Exchange for sug-
gestions on how to manage this.)

At least twice a year, make presenta-
tions to your clients about how the
EAP can help employees. It's shocking
to hear thaC in some companies employ-
ees don'[ know they have an EAP. In o[h-
ers, employees are afraid or, for some
other reason, reluctant to contact the
EAP. If that is true in the company(ies)
you serve, you hold the key to turning
this situation around. Take the first step
towards success by marketing your ser-
vices to employees. At least twice a year,
contact the employee population, prefer-
ably through personal presentations, but
if [hat's not possible, use brochures, e-
mail messages—whatever ways your

company communicates internally. Most
iinpartant, put yourself in your clients'
shoes and devise ways co encourage peo-
ple to contact you. Remember that dif-

ferent people are attracted by different
marketing methods. It's a good idea to
use more than one approach to describe
how the EAP can help.

Make sure the head of your organiza-
tion knows about the EAP and its
benefits. At one [sine, EAPA had a few
members who said the heads of their
companies didn't know about the EAP
or the LA professional. By now, most of
those people have lost their jobs. But if

you are still out there, let me inalce just

one snore plea to save yourself and your

job by making an appointment to

explain what has been happening in

your EAP. If you find yourself thinking

you are too busy to do this, then you
can be sure you ARE too busy. If you
were a client with such a problem, you

would be quick to advise the employee

that the boss needs to know whaC is
going on—for his or her salve and for

yours. So take your own advice before it

is too late. We are, first and foremost,

business people who are helping other

business people. If you are running your
LAP without following the best practices
of any business, you're in trouble.

Invite yourself to a few corporate
meetings. It's unrealistic to expect our
corporate colleagues to know that they
should invite us [o their meetings. So
invite yourself. Sound a little pushy? It
is, but it also pays off. I know of at
least one EAPA colleague who became
a corporate vice president in his
Fortune 500 company by doing this
very thing. And when you do attend
the meeting, take a few moments [o
explain to everyone what you do and
how the corporation benefits fi~oin
having an EAP on board. You'll be
doing everyone a very big service.

Make time for your own needs. You
are a very valuable resource. Many
EA professionals enjoy helping others
so much that they forget to help them-
selves. If you are guilty of ehis, have a
little [alit with yourself. We all know
that human life forms need feeding.

EAPs are fed by client contact and
management recognition. If you have
cut yourself off or have failed to

continued on ~age19
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• Organize Client Records

NETWORK COMPATIBLE
• Maintain Resource Lists
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• Evaluate Program Effectiveness
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From the
COO
Loo~iv~~ Fov~~~~~ to ..L~zs
by Sylvia Straub, Chief Operating Officer

very year at this time the
entire EAPA staff intensifies
its focus on the annual con-
ference. Vacations have been

taken, kids are back in school, and a
good portion of each day's activities is
devoted to this major event. The
seamless "production" attendees see at
our conferences is the result of enor-
mous work and commitment from all
the staff and from all the conference
committee members.

Each year. brings exciting new
additions to the program and new
events. This year, the conference starts
on a Tuesday instead of a Sunday.
That's because Bally's, our conference
hotel, is better able to accommodate
large meetings during the week than
on the weekends and is able to give
our members a better room rate. All of
us watch expenses—I have been told
from time to time that I'm a little too
conscientious on this score—and it's
good to know that our conference
travel agency has confirmed that air-
fares to and from Las Uegas during the
week are as low as they are on the
weekend.

Attendance at the annual confer-
ence will not only be cost-effective,
but members will also be dazzled by
the many wonderful and exciting
events and programs. For starters, as
you know from the advance program,
each day has atheme—diversity, inno-
vation, addictions, or work/family—
and on three of the three and a half
days, there is a keynote speaker or
speakers! Dr. Edwin Nichols, a
renowned expert, will present "the
best program on diversity that you will
ever attend."

On Thursday, William Cope
Moyers, son of the prominent television

commentator Bill Moyers, and Jeff Jay,
president of the McGovern Family
Foundation, will talk about alcoholism
and drug dependency from a public
policy perspective.

An estimated 54 percent of EAPA's
membership is female, but no one will
want to miss the presentation by
Jennifer Hawthorne, our closing
keynoter on Friday, Work/Life Day. Ms
Hawthorne's book, Chichen Soup for the
Women's Soul: 101 Stories to Open the
Hearts and Rehindle the Spirits of
Women, was #1 on the New Yorh Times
bestseller list for five months.

That's not all. This year, each day
begins with a new program called
Body, Mind, and Spirit, that will help
us center ourselves physically and
mentally with Eastern meditation,
Native American ritual, and gospel
singing. I plan to attend and will
encourage staff to do so as well. Wait,
there is even more! In addition to the
first-rate workshops and our tradition-
al special events, which include
dessert reception and dance, the labor
luncheon, the president's banquet, the
fun run, and the box luncheon in the
Exhibit Hall, there will be a reception
for first-timers and new members, a
reception for our international mem-
bers, and a reception for the war veter-
ans among our membership.

If you think the annual business
meeting is strictly about EAPA busi-
ness, you'll be in for a wonderful sur-
prise. This year's meeting will include
a Native American powwow How will
it work? Come and see for yourself.

There's so much more to say, but
not enough space to mention all the
exciting events that have been planned.
Let me mention just two more—the
two workshops provided through

SYI.VIA STRAUB
ChiQf Opee~ating Officer

EAPA's National Training Institute that

take place the two days prior to the

beginning of the conference. Each year

we ask chapters to poll their members

and tell us what training topics interest

them the most. This year the topics

were "Current Legal Issues in

Employee Assistance" and "Becoming a

More Dynamic and Effective Trainer."

Sandra Nye, author of the Employee

Assistance Law Desh Booh, published by

EAPA, will conduct the legal issues

workshop. Noted educator, author,

and consultant Dr. Louis Phillips will

teach members how to sharpen and

update their presenting skills.

I'm looking forward to the Las Uegas

conference and to seeing many of you

there. Thanks to our wonderful members

and conference e~ibitors for all the sup-
port they provide to EAPA and this first-

rate conference. Q

Viva Las Uegas! See you there!
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ongratulations to the charter
members of the EAPA Chap-
ter in Hawaii. According to
chapter president Patricia

Anderson:
"Our first truly open meeting was

held July 9, 1998, and Charla Parker
was our guest speaker, She addressed
EAP ethics and standards of practice.

"Our first community service activ-
ity is underway. We are working with
several employers and members of the
local unions to establish a peer support
program. If we are successful, it will be
a first for Hawaii! The Hawaii State
Chapter extends its aloha kakou (greet-
ings) to all EAPA members. We invite
you to hele mai (come join us) when
you are visiting Honolulu. We especial-
ly want to thank EAPA and all of those
who have contacted us and provided
so much support and encouragement.
Mahalo nui loa."

EAPA Around
theV~/orid

Shown left to right are: Monica Thomas Hurst, treasurer; Leslie Kissner,
vice president; Naomi Sutton, secretary; Norman Gibson; Carey Brown;
Julie Phillips; Greg Tanida; Patricia Anderson, president.

Note These Corrections to the 1 998
Pre-Conference Program

The correct numbers for Bally's in Las Vegas are:
Phone: 702-967-4431
8007ballys (800-722-5597)
Fax: 702-967-3848
When making reservations with American Airlines,
the correct EAPA Starfile number is 81N8UF.

The EAPA Southern Wisconsin Chapter held its annual
conference on May 13-14. Receiving awards for their
conference planning efforts were (left to right) Chris
Baronowski, chapter vice president and conference co-
chair; Joe Kraus, chapter president; Jon Christensen;
conference co-chair.

EAPA member Chuck
Taylor, CEAP, has
been named director
of EAP relations for
DCC/The Dependent
Care Connection,
Inc. in Westport,
Connecticut.
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FEATURING THESE OUTSTANDING SPEAKERS

~'~ PRE-CONFERENCE
EAPA National Training Institutes

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8
Possible Content Areas 2,3,4,5 - 7.5 PDH

CURRENT LEGAL ISSUES IN
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE ~r a

~~ F

8:OOam - 5:OOpm ~ ~ "

SANDRA NYE, J.D., M.S.W.
received her J.D. from DePaul
University College of Law in 1962
and her M.S.W. from Loyola University School of Social
Work in 1974. Ms. Nye, a principal of the Chicago law firm
of Nye &Associated, Ltd., concentrates on law related to
human service delivery and families. She is author of three
editions of the Employee Assistance Law Desk Book, and of
numerous articles and chapters on legal issues in human
service delivery.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9

Content Area 3 - 7.5 PDH

BECOMING A MORE DYNAMIC
ANO EFFECTIVE TRAINER

8:OOam - 5:OOpm ,j

LOUIS PHILLIPS, Ed.D. is a
noted adult educator, author, and
consultant with 30 years experience
training, developing, and administering programs in both
the public and private sectors. Dr. Phillips has first hand
experience in industry, higher education, government,
and the professions. Dr. Phillips is the author of The
Continuing Education Guide: The CEU and Other
Professional Development Criteria, a practitioner's
handbook on how to use the CEU and other professional
development criteria. He received a doctorate in adult
education from the University of Georgia.
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10

OPENING SESSION/KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Content Areas 1,3 & 6 -1.5 PDH

DOES CULTURAL BIAS
INFLUENCE THE DECISIONS
MADE IN YOUR
ORGANIZATION? ~G'-.w

8:OOam - 9:30am

Keynote Speaker:

Edwin Nichols, Ph.D.
Director, Nichols and Associates, Inc.
Washington, DC

Our keynote speaker's parents told him as a child that he
could achieve whatever he set out to do. But the parents of
Dr. Edwin Nichols knew that he would need a lot of
encouragement. It was the 1950s and he was black.

Now a nationally known clinical and industrial psychologist,
Dr. Nichols understands the wisdom of his parents' words.
But he has also come to realize that there are times when
outside pressures can slow the truth of those words. Much
of the work force has been dominated by those who have
unfavorable attitudes toward people different from themselves.

Dr. Nichols will show us how we can promote understanding,
of how protecting the status quo "colors" an individual's
view of the world, shapes the formation of "isms" in our
workplaces, and influences organizational culture and
decision making. This is the best program on diversity that
you will ever attend.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11
Content Area 3 -1.5 PDH

LEGISLATIVE AND PUBLIC
POLICY PLENARY SESSION

4:30pm - 6;OOpm

Keynote Speaker to be Announced

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12
Content Area 5 -1.5 PDH

PLENARY SESSION —
THE GREAT AWAKENING

8:OOam - 9:30am

Athought-provoking and informative presentation
exploring 200 years of history surrounding alcoholism
and drug dependency from a public policy perspective.
The United States is at a crossroads — a great awakening
—that challenges substance abuse professionals and
people in recovery to stand up and
speak out on the positive and healing
nature of addiction treatment and recovery.

Keynote Speakers:

William Cope Moyers, B.A.
Director of Public Policy
Hazelden Foundation
Center City, MN

Jeff Jay
President
McGovern Family Foundation
Washington, DC

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13
Content Area 2 - 2 PDH

Closing Brunch/Slide Show

10:OOam - 12:OOpm

Guest Speaker:

Jennifer Hawthorne

Jennifer Hawthorne is founder of ~
Jennifer Hawthorne Inc. (JHI) (formerly
The Esteem Group), a company that
specializes inself-esteem and inspira-
tional programs for women. A professional speaker for
more than 20 years, she has spoken to thousands of peo-
plearound the world on issues of personal growth and
self-development.

She is also co-author of Chicken Soup for the Woman's
Soul: 101 Stories to Open the Hearts and Rekindle the
Spirits of Women. Her book has been at the top of every
major bestseller list in the US since its release last
October, including #1 on the New York Times Best Seller
Listfor more than five months. Her second book,
Chicken Soup for the Mother's Soul, has been on the top
of best-seller lists including USA Todayantl the New York
Times.

Here's a case management system
that frees you from the drudgery
and repetition of paperwork.

EAP Caseware allows you to prepare client records, develop
referral resource lists, compile case and clinical notes, track
outcomes and non-client services, and prepare EAP and
management reports. In short, EAP Caseware handles almost
all of your administrative problems, freeing you for more creative
work.

Medcomp's EAP Caseware systems, Caseware and Caseware
Plus, are designed for mid to large internal and external EAP's.

',

Medcomp's new and enhanced TopDrawer for Windows is now
available for Internal EAP's and External EAP's. TopDrawer for
Windows is designed to meet the needs of smaller External EAP's
and smaller or distributed Internal EAP's.

TopDrawer provides for the entry of client, employee, job, referral
and contacUsession information. It tracks non-client activities such
as, workshops, training, orientations, interventions, etc. It maintain
a referral database with detailed search capabilities. A powerful
new search feature is available for accessing Clients, plus an
extensive criteria selection feature for generating reports.

TopDrawer is inexpensive, easy to learn, and easy to use.
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What EAPs Can Do Before the HR Pool Runs Dry

by Kathi Beauchesne and Kay Springer

hen nineteenth century poet Robert
Browning wrote "Grow old along with
me, the best is yet to be," little did he or
anyone else know how true that state-

ment would be in the twentieth century. Medical advances,
such as improved standards of nutrition, the widespread
use of antibiotics, support from Medicare, and successful
prevention of epidemic diseases, have produced so many
quality-of-life improvements that, for many people, it truly
seems that the older you get, the better you get.

The number of workers aged 65 or older, who now
comprise 12.4 percent of the U.S. population, is expected
to increase to 22 percent by the year 2050. People who are
80 years and older are the most rapidly increasing portion
of the population: By the year 2000, the number of people
over the age of 100 is expected to increase to 100,000.

Unfortunately, today's workplace does not embody
Browning's wisdom. Age stereotyping is pervasive in our
culture, and many companies consider it just a matter of
time before an older employee will be "over the hill," or
"out to pasture." Notions of an older employee having a
lower performance capacity and a reduced potential for
development are largely unfounded. A more accurate pic-
ture characterizes an older employee as a stable person
with well-honed interpersonal skills. Even stereotypes of
declining physical capacity in later years are only partially
correct. Those employees who monitor their health—espe-
cially their physical fitness—and adjust their workplace
responsibilities to fit their physical capacity have continued
to perform successfully in the workplace.

Why Older Workers Want to Keep Working

At the beginning of this century, cities and companies
were built by an abundant immigrant work force. In the
latter part of this century, employers have similarly enjoyed
the bountiful presence of baby boomers, who now make up

10 • EAPA EXCHANGE •Seytember-October 1998

the largest part of the work force. Because employees are
the most costly part of running a business, many compa-
nies have resorted to downsizing to reduce expenses and
increase profits. The abiding philosophy has been that
there would always be more workers, just as skilled as
those who were let go, waiting to be hired when they were
needed. Up until now, that expectation has been met. Many
employers fail to realize, however, that the size of the work
force is diminishing and in another 20 years, they may find
themselves struggling to hire and keep trained workers.
The most plentiful and experienced part of the work force
will be approaching 65 and preparing for retirement—
unless companies take steps now to make some changes in
their employment practices.

There are many reasons why individuals would want
to continue working past the age of 65, including the fol-
lowing:

Reduced physical demands in the worhplace. Recent tech-
nological changes in the workplace itself have reduced the
physical demands on the employee, making it easier for an
older employee to remain on the job. Many jobs now
require some use of computers. The greatest challenges
involve keeping abreast of changes in technological infor-
mation.

Increased legal protection for older workers. The Age
Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), provides spe-
cific protection against discrimination in employment deci-
sions for employees, aged 40 to 70. ADEA requires
employers to ensure that job assignments, training oppor-
tunities, promotions, pay increases, and all personnel deci-
sions are made without regard to an employee's age.

Litigation under ADEA has increased and the most fre-
quent issue has been discriminatory termination. Penalties
and legal costs to companies have been severe. The lack of
intent to discriminate against an employee has not been an
adequate defense. The best corporate defense has been a
systematic program of human resource management,

including career planning for all ages, careful performance
assessments, good feedback and EAP support for employ-
ees, and flexible retirement provisions.

Economic uncertainty. Both employer and employee are
dealing with the prospect of an uncertain economic future.
As mentioned earlier, employers have been resorting to lay-
ing off employees to reduce the bottom line. Older workers
are frequently a target during downsizing.

Several federal laws have supported an employee's
need to have a reasonable income during retirement years,
but many people fear that legislative changes ahead could
jeopardize their benefits. For example, the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) of 1974 does not
require that a company provide a pension plan, but it does
outline the standards of compliance for pension plans that
do exist. ERISA safeguards the pension rights of active
workers and retirees, spells out the obligations of plan
sponsors and trustees, and regulates the tax status of the
funds. Further ERISA legislation in 1984 lowered the min-
imum participation age from 25 to 21 and the minimum
vesting age for a pension from 22 to 18. The 19841aw also:

• benefits women who might work full-time before hav-
ing children;

• permits maternity and paternity leaves of up to one to
five years without affecting work credit for vesting pur-
poses;

• prohibits a worker from foregoing survivor benefits
without a spouse's consent;

• permits the state courts to divide up pension benefits in
a divorce.

Additional tax laws have encouraged people to save for
their retirement through individual retirement accounts
(IRAs), Keogh plans, 401(k) plans, and employee stock own-
ership plans, particularly those employees whose companies
do not offer pension plans. Despite all this legislation, many
baby boomers have not taken steps to save for their retire-
ment years. They may well need to continue working past
the age of 65 to collect enough additional income to live on.

Changes in Social Security. The Social Security
Administration, which was started in the 1930s during the
administration of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, was, at
one time, the sole source of support to many post-
Depression workers, particularly those who did not have a.
company pension. Social Security (Title II) continues to be
enforced today and is financed by a tax on both employers
and employees. The federal government administers the
tax and awards payments to retirees, their spouses, their
children, and/or their survivors. The original intent of
Social Security was to provide income to older people or
their beneficiaries so that they would not need to work. In
effect, Social Security prohibits employment among older
people. Those receiving Social Security benefits must limit
their amount of earned income per year or they risk losing
a portion of their benefits. The Social Security benefits peak
in value at age 64 and decline thereafter.

Increases in Social Security benefits for current retirees
have been financed by the Social Security tax payments
being made by the current work force. With fewer workers
entering the work force every year, however, many people
fear that Social Security benefits may cease to exist. Indeed,
the federal government is still studying ways to ensure the
program's solvency well into the next century.

How Employers and Managers Need to
Prepare for Change

Because the economy will need more workers and the
costs of maintaining a large work force in "forced" retire-
ment makes no sense, there is a major push to extend the
work career beyond the age of 65. To support the many
changes ahead, managers may need training in guarding
against stereotyped treatment of older workers in the areas
of training, development, job assignments, and promotions.

Management training courses, for example, should be
targeted to eliminate job-related stereotypes, bias, and dis-
crimination. In addition, managers and supervisors should
be encouraged to help employees find opportunities for
cross-generational relationships and mentor relationships.
One specific way to help bridge the generation gap is to
identify differences in values between younger and older
workers. A sample agenda of training courses could include:

• managing older workers;
• identifying value differences between younger and

older workers;
• heightening awareness of age stereotypes;
• special problems between young managers and senior

employees,
• problems between proteges and their mentors;
• effective confrontation of poor performers.

Critical Areas for EAP Suppor!

As the needs of the workplace change, EA profession-
als may find they need additional resources to support
older employees. For example, a company should consider
including a geriatric specialist as part of the corporate
assessment tools. When working with an older work force,
the EA professional must be prepared to:

• confront poor performers effectively;
• recognize the developmental and psychological issues

of old age;
• make accurate and defensible assessments of an

employee's performance, work potential, and health;
• keep assessment procedures and records up to date;
• know the physical and psychological demands associat-

ed with each job.

In addition, the EA professional should employ medical
evaluators who keep a balanced perspective that emphasizes
employee capacities and employee limitations associated with
illness or injury (for example, someone who would explain
that it takes longer for an older employee to recover or heal).

continued on page 14
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A M u ti i m nsionae
A ro a c to E e rca re

Asststance
by Diana Ensign, MSE

s EA professionals, we know we have a
responsibility to do more than just answer
questions posed by our clients. We can pose
specific questions that will help our clients get

what they need as well as what they want. Nowhere is this
aspect of EAP services proving to be more crucial than in
helping employees and their families deal with the many
options and issues involved in eldercare situations.

The Eldercare Tidal Wave

EA professionals can expect to get many more calls in
the years ahead from people who need help with eldercare
issues. The 1997 National Study of the Changing
Workforce, by the Families and Work Institute, shows that
eldercare is a looming demographic tidal wave: 42 percent
of full-time workers expect to have to provide eldercare
within the next five years. One in four employees, equally
men and women, do so already, providing an average of
more than 11 hours of informal, unpaid care per week for
an older parent or relative.

Some predict that aging baby boomers will spend as
many or more years caring for aging parents as they spend
caring for their own children. That makes eldercare, like
child care, a business issue. Employers recognize that their
bottom line is affected by increased absenteeism and the
loss of productivity from employees who have to shoulder
eldercare responsibilities on top of the other demands in
their lives. As a result, eldercare has been the emerging ben-
efit of the 1990s.

EAPs are a logical resource for eldercare assistance.
Many are responding with new strategies, policies, and pro-
grams. Some examples include providing an in-house geri-
atrics specialist, linking with existing work life
organizations, forming ties to community-based eldercare
providers, or attempting to create an integrated
work/life/EA model.

Of course, more can be done. The first and foremost
need is to be sure all EA professionals are trained to do a thor-
ough multidimensional assessment—one that helps identify
the root issues and real needs both of the elderly person who
needs care and of the caregiver (typically the employee caller).
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Eldercare Assessment Checklist

A multidimensional assessment is important for what
it does as well as what can happen if it is not done well. No
assessment, or an improper one, can mean wasted time,
money, and needless frustration for all involved.

A good assessment evaluates strengths as well as diffi-
culties. Here is a sample checklist for some major areas of
concern involving the person in need of eldercare:
A. Functional

• Cognitive (memory, confusion, comprehension)
• Mobility
• Personal care/hygiene
• Meal preparation and nutrition
• Safety in/out of home
• Transportation

B. Health Evaluation
• General health
• Medications
• AlcohoUchemical use

C. Emotional
• General attitude
• Recent losses (death, moving, declining health)

D. Legal Needs
• Will, living will
• Power of attorney, health care power of attorney
• Guardianship/conservatorship

E. Financial Resources
• Social Security
• Pension
• Other

F. Social and Spiritual Support
• Family involvemendfrequency of contact
• Friends, clubs, etc.
• Spiritual support
It is also important to assess the needs of the caller and

to reassure him or her that you can and will provide many
different kinds of essential information and resource refer-
ral. Doing so often involves a need for legal or financial
consultation; however, few EAP or work/life providers have
in-house. legal and financial specialists.

In addition to practical day-to-day concerns (such as
long-distance care), the caller assessment almost always

involves highly emotional issues, including:
• - conflicting responsibilities —home, children, and par-

`ents;
• guilt about not "doing enough";
• juggling work to attend to parent;
• dealing with family conflicts;
• sibling responsibility.

The caller may be unaware or unable to identify his or
her own stresses. Letting the caller talk to someone who
understands, who can help identify and deal with those
issues, is an important part of the multidimensional assess-
ment process.

This approach can produce a comprehensive review of
the strengths and challenges facing all the players. It gives
the caller invaluable information he or she will need. When
done properly, the information is analyzed and synthesized
to assure the quality of an appropriate care plan.

It is fairly easy to print up a checklist to follow or to fill
in the blanks on a computerized, standardized form. Such
assessments, however, have great potential only as adjuncts
in providing structure. The best assessments are as much
art as science. They require a skilled interviewer with pro-
fessional insight. The well-trained EA professional with
good listening skills and sensitivity recognizes areas to be
covered and others to be skipped. Good interviewing pro-
vides acombination of structural protocol, knowledge, and
insight that result in the art of assessment and referral. With
practice the professional can skillfully weave all aspects of
the assessment into one. There is a natural transition in this
simple question: "That must be really difficult juggling both
your children and your parents—does your work suffer?"

Multidimensional assessments demand that the EAP
provide interdisciplinary resources to address the issues
presented by clients. Yet, while all EAPs may have the
potential to provide needed assessments, it is unlikely that
all EAPs will be able to provide in-house multidisciplinary
service in all areas.

Some EAPs are attempting to do so by acquisitions, by
forming alliances with outside providers of financial, legal,
and other professional services, and by linking to commu-
nity resources and services. These attempts to combine EAP
assessment and referral eldercare services can work, espe-
cially when the EA professional has a comprehensive
knowledge of eldercare and aging issues.

EA professionals are a natural fit. No one is better pre-
pared than a clinician who has a broad mental health back-
ground and access to other information, resources, and
experts from other disciplines.

Overcoming Stereotypes

"Ageism" is a concern when dealing with eldercare
issues. Aging is not pathological; it is natural and
inevitable. This positive mindset is not automatic; one of
our society's common stereotypes is that "old" equals sick,
frail, and failing.

Ageism or stereotyping can cause you to ignore com-
ments like these during the assessment process: "Well, of

course my Dad is depressed, look at all his losses," or "I
would hurt too if I were her age." Responding to such ver-
bal cues is an important part of the assessment process.

Stereotypes can get in the way of effective interven-
tion. What could be an important clue might be incor-
rectly written off as "old age" and never addressed. Of
necessity, however, EA professionals are sensitive to both
addiction and mental health issues and most have been
trained to be equally aware of their own attitudes about
aging and sensitive to the special physical, emotional,
financial, and legal needs often involved in an eldercare
situation.

EA professionals must realize how essential it is to
understand the developmental issues of later life, the influ-
ence of chronic illness, and the limitations imposed by such
natural conditions as declining vision, hearing, and mobility.

The Path to Effective Assessment

A multidimensional eldercare assessment greatly
increases the odds that an EA professional will not only
provide the right answers but will ask the right questions.
Take the case of Jane Doe, an alias for a person who called
her EAP with the following question: "I think I need to find
a nursing home for a relative. Can you give me advice?"

Jane cared for her elderly aunt via telephone calls during
her lunch break and in visits after work and on weekends. The
EA professional first focused on assessing the status of Jane's
Aunt Margaret. Jane feared Margaret was getting more frail by
the day; she had fallen twice in the last two months. Yesterday,
she found mold on her aunt's jam and the milk was sour. She
worried that a nursing home might soon be necessary.

There were many more details, enough to recommend
physical and eye exams and an in-home safety assessment.
By taking a multidimensional approach, the EA profession-
al also learned that Jane felt great stress. Every available
hour felt overbooked yet she still felt that Aunt Margaret
was not getting enough attention.

Jane wound up not getting nursing home referrals she
at first thought she needed. The exams and assessments
convinced her that extreme step was not necessary, Instead
she got information and options that eventually helped
Aunt Margaret be more secure, comfortable, and indepen-
dent at home.

With additional support for her aunt in place, Jane
next took steps to alleviate work and personal stresses in
her life. She was fortunate to be served by an EAP that took
a thorough approach to eldercare consultation, a path that
many more EAPs are prepared to follow. 0

Diana Ensign, MSE, is senior services
specialist for Minneapolis-based Ceridian
Performance Partners and is responsible for
developing new eldercare services and
information resources. For more information
call her at 612-853-7934.
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EAPA Member Hosts
U.K. Training Event

In May, EAPA member Linda Hoskinson hosted the
first independent training event in the United Kingdom for
those involved in EAP and workplace counseling. More
than 40 people came to Milton Keynes from Europe and the
U.S. to develop their professional skills in employee assis-
tance and to prepare for the international certification

process.
Hoslcinson, tutor and principal of Hoskinson

Associates who organized the event, commented chat "such
services can be snore effective than worleplace counseling
alone because of the pro-activity of line managers." Well-
run EAPs," she said, "have been shown to save organiza-
tions anywhere from 3 to 20 times the cost of the service by
protecting productivity and naturally contribute to employ-
ees feeling more valued."

Hoskinson adds that "effective EAPs are run to s[an-
dards. They are designed to meet the specific needs of each
purchasing organization and are introduced as part of an
overall people strategy....Each component of die service can
be audited for nuality against U.K. standards, which are avail-
able to employers, and EAPs can be evaluated to check the
outcomes the benefits to employees and to the business."

AdCare Hospital
is a comprehensive medical facility

committed to the treahnent of alcohol and
drug addiction and their associated

problems, and to the prevention of the
'~, disease through education.

Our services include:
Inpatient and Outpatient Care,
Day and Evening Treatment,

Support Groups and
Community Service Programs.

AdCare Hospital
of Worcester, Inc.

107 Lincoln St., Worcester, MA 01605

1-800-ALCOHOL

Disappearing Work Force
continued from page 11

Another role for the LAP is to help prevent individual
obsolescence in the workplace. Job obsolescence occurs
when [he demand for a product or service declines or dis-
appears. Individual obsolescence occurs when an individ-
ual falls behind in learning to use new tools or technic{ues.
Senior employees are particularly vulnerable to both types
of obsolescence. The EA professional can help by assessing
the individual's training and development needs at all
career stages and explaining to company officials the wis-
doin of malting specialized training programs available co
all employee groups.

Finally, the EA professional can help the employer and
employee by assisting with retirement decisions. Both groups
will benefit from having information about the retirement
planning ix~ocess as well as information on how businesses
can offer more flexible retirement options for workers, where
they are gradually phased into full retirement. Once again,
the EA professional can help make what had been a difficult
process much more meaningful and enjoyable. Q

References are available from I<adii Beauchesne.

Kathi Beauchesne is director of the Faculty and Staff Assistance Program
at The Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, MD. Kay Springer is direc-
tor olcommunications at EAPA Headquarters. For further information,
contact Kathi Beauchesne at 410-516-6605.

ACCOUNT MANAGER
At United Behavioral Health, our commitment to excellence
has established us as a national leader in the EAP and managed
behavioral health care field. We currently have an exciting and
challenging opportunity in our Boston area office for a dynamic
professional with strong account management skills.

In this visible position you will be responsible for all aspects of
the Installation and servicing of a maJor national account, Including:
new EAP benefit plan implementations; contract and renewal
negotiations; utilization analysis &reporting and account-level
problem resolution &tracking. Account Managers serve as the
principle point of contact for accounts regarding all business objec-
tives and overall plan performance. This position requires a BA/BS;
behavioral health and/or managed care experience; marketing/sales
experience; a minimum of 2 years' account management experience
and excellent presentation, Interpersonal and analytical skills.
Some travel Is required.

UBH offers competitive salaries and a comprehensive benefits
package, along with the opportunity to join a respected industry
leader. Please forward resume and cover Letter including salary
requirements to the address below. We are proud to be an Equal
Opportunity Employer, m/f/d/v.

United Behavioral Health, HR
Attn: Job# EAPA0917-AM-VC
425 Market Street, 27th Flr

San Francisco, CA
94105-2426

Fax: (415)547-5709 United Behavioral NealthEmail: cliu~uhc.com

www.unitedhealthcare.com A United HeulthCare Company

'h e E m I o ee.py
Ass ~ sta n ce Law

kDesk Boo
by Sandra Nye, JD, MSW
Published by the EAPAssociation

EAPA Member Price:

$69.95 (plus $6.00 shipping and handling per copy)

Non-Member Price:

$89.95 (plus $6.00 shipping and handling per copy)

For more information, contact:

Employee Assistance Professionals Association

2101 Wilson Boulevard. Suite 500. Arlington, VA 22201

(phone) 703-522-6272 • (fax) 703-522-4585

Featuring........................................................................
700 pages of information in

convenient, easy-to-comprehend
Q&A format
A customized notebook (for easy
updates as laws change)

A comprehensive description of

employee assistance legal issues

Dozens of case studies

Appendixes describing essential

legal cases

About the
Author
Sandra Nye received her JD '~ ,~`f, ,

from De Paul University
College of Law in 7982 and
her MSW from Loyola
University School of Social
Work in 1974. Ms. Nye is prin-
cipal of the Chicago law firm
of Nye and Associates, Ltd.,
concentrating in law related to human service delivery

and family law. She is author of three editions of the
Employee Assistance Law Answer Book, and of numerous

articles and chapters on legal issues in human service
delivery.

❑ Send me copies of The Employee Assistance Law Desk Book, Q $ each. (see rates
above; add $6.00 postage and handling for each copy.) [Virginia residents add 4.5% sales tax]

NAME

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

TELEPHONE

❑ Check enclosed Check Number

Please charge my: ❑American Express ❑ Visa D Mastercard Card number Exp. Date

Signature

Send to the EAP Association Resource Center, 2101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 500, Arlington, VA 22201; (phone) 703-522-6272, ext. 307. (fax) 703-SZ2-4585.

All sales are final; the EAPA Resource Center does not accept returns.
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s the Market Growi n ?g
by Gail Hunt

ast summer, the National Alliance for
Caregiving and the American Association of
Retired Persons published the results of ehe
first national survey of family caregivers of

older persons in 10 years. The survey provides invalu-
able data to support the need for corporate eldercare.

Nearly one quarter of U.S. households contain a
family caregiver of an older person, and two thirds of
these caregivers are in the work force. A trends analy-
sis comparing 1987 data with 1997 national caregiver
survey data indicates that the percentage of working
caregivers rose nine percent over that tune period. The
estimate of working caregivers in the United States for
the 1997 survey is between 10 million and 14 million.
If the 1997 range increases another nine percent over
the next 10 years, there will be between 11 million and
15.6 million employed caregivers by the year 2007.

The national profile of the family caregiver is a 46-
year-old baby boomer woman who is working outside
the home and caring for her 77-year-old mother. Light
percent of employed caregivers provide 40 hours a
week or more caring for their relative or friend.
Leaving aside these "intensive" caregivers, employed
caregivers will spend an average of 11 hours per week
doing caregiving, transporting relatives to doctor's
appointments, preparing meals, cleaning house, and
doing hands-on personal care—in addition to their
work lives.

What impact does all this caregiving have on
work? More than half oI employed caregivers (54 per-
cent) have made changes at work to accommodate
caregiving—making schedule changes (going in late,
leaving early, or taking trine off dLiring the day) is the
most common. One-fifth of all caregivers gave up work
either temporarily or permanently: Eleven percent have
fatten a leave of absence; four percent cook early retire-
ment; and six percent gave up work entirely. Seven per-
cent dropped back to part-time employment or tools a
less demanding job, and three percent turned down a
promotion.

There is a correlation between the level of care
family members provide and the likelihood of altering
one's work scl.~edule. Three quarters of [hose caregivers
providing the most intensive care have made some
work-related adjustments.

Another study developed from the survey data
examined the cose of caregiving to U.S. businesses. The
aggregate cost of caregiving in terms of lost productiv-
ity was conservatively estimated at $11.4 billion per
year, cotmting only those full-time employees doing
hands-on, personal care. If long-distance caregivers,
people working part-time, and those providing lower
levels of care were included, the cost to employers
exceeds $2.9 billion per year. The costs were calculated
based on studies that estimate what it costs to replace
employees who leave, ~IUS absenteeism, warkday
interruptions and crises, and supervisors' time provid-
ing emotional support, arranging coverage for absent
employees, and counseling about benefits.

What are some trends in workplace eldercare
issues? Besides seeing more caregivers in the work-
place, the incidence of negative warkplace impacts is
likely to increase. The percentage of those reporting a
negative effect on work increased 17 percent in the 10-
year period from 1987 ro 1997. Also, the percentage of
male employed caregivers is increasing. Eldercare will
become more of an issue for employers, and to deal
with productivity concerns, the workplace will likely
need to develop more programs co accommodate the
schedules and situations of the increasing numbers of
employed caregivers. Q

Gail Hunt is the executive director of
the National Alliance for Caregiving,
located in Bethesda, M0. For
information call her at 301-718-8444.

'~

The following information is provided for those who are seeking additiona
resources on eldercare and an aging work force.

According to a study conducted by the National Council on the Aging, in coop-
eration with McDonaltl's Corporation, companies have many positive aftiludes
and beliefs about older workers, including the following:

• thorough and reliable in completing their work (shared by 97 percent of
respondents)

• no transportation problems
• low turnover rates
• not rigid and unwilling to change

• did not have out-of-date skills

• interested in learning new tasks

• willing to take on demanding and difficult tasks

• did not miss time from work due to health problems
• had few on-the-job accidents

The three most often-itlenfifietl barriers to using older workers in the workplace were:

• finding older workers

• concern about skills of older workers
• training older workers

Copies of the executive summary and key findings of this study entitled In the
Eye of the Employer: Factors Influencing the Use of Older Workers
are available from the National Council on the Aging, 409 Third St., S.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20024; 202-479-1200. 202-479-0735.

To help with the dilemma of finding older workers to hire, the National Council
on Aging is offering MaturilyWorks, a work force-specific feature of NCOA's
Web site (www.ncoa.org); MaturityWorks serves as a conduit between older

workers and potential employers. For more information, contact the Web site
or call 202-479-6953 in Washington, D.C.

OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE

The Women's Bureau of the U.S. Department of Labor has published Work

and Elder Care: Facts for Caregivers and Their Employers, a new

guide to finding quality care for parents, spouses, relatives, or friends.

Included in the guide is information on types of eldercare assistance, such as

geriatric care managers/homemakers, home health aides, companions/

friendly visitors, telephone reassurance systems, respite care, daily money

managers, home-delivered meals, chore and home repair, legal assistance,

family and medical leave, and assistance with financing care. To receive

a copy of the report, contacf the Web site: http//www.dol.gov/dol/wb or call

1-800-827-5335.

The American Association of Retired Persons offers the following publications:

• Grandparents Raising Their Grandchildren: What to Consider

and Where to Find Help

• Raising Healthy Grandchildren

• Tips for Grandparents: Welfare Reform and Your Family

To order, write to the Grandparent Information Center, 601 E Street. N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20049;202-434-2296 or 202-434-2281.

The American Bar Association Commission on Legal Problems of the Elderly

offers these publications:

Shape Your Health Care Future with Health Care Advance

Directives--Explains the difference between a living will and a healthcare

power of attorney. Includes an advance directive form that is generally recog-

nizable in every state. (Up to 10 copies for a s/h charge of $7.50. multiples of

50 far $17.50 per 50).

Legal Issues and Resources: An Introduction for Professionals

Working with Older Persons or Their Families-37-page booklet

designed to aid non-lawyer professionals in (a) identifying most common legal

problems of older persons and (b) directing older persons or their family and

caregivers to appropriate sources of legal assistance. ($16 plus $3.95 s/h).

Fact Sheet Packet—Contains three camera-ready fact sheets on each of

these topics: legal resources for older persons; capacity and guardianship;

alternatives to guardianship, health care decision-making, Medicare. and

Medicaid. They may be reproduced and used freely as long as appropriate

credit is given to the ABA and the U.S. Administration on Aging. ($7.50 includ-

ing s/h; specify to receive on paper or 3.5" floppy disk).

To order, contact the ABA Commission on Legal Problems of the Elderly, 740

15"' St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005; 202-662-8690.
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Employee Assistance Professionals Should Lookforthe Problem

by Carol Egan

hile, as many as three million Americans
over tie age of 60 are alcoholics or have
some kind of drinking problem, results
from a survey conducted by the National

Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse (CASA) at
Columbia University in June show that primary care physi-
cians aren't properly diagnosing chemical addiction among
seniors. In fact, only one percent of 400 primary care
physicians surveyed even considered alcoholism as a diag-
nosis when presented with typical early symptoms of
addiction in mature women. Nearly 87 percent diagnosed
it as depression.

In just 13 short years, the first baby boomers turn 65.
As more people continue to live and work longer, EA pro-
fessionals need to focus on issues concerning older work-
ers and, in particular, on alcohol and drug addiction among
senior workers or retirees.

From conducting initial assessments to recommending
treatment centers, EA professionals can play a key role in
the recovery of a senior employee, retiree, or even older
family members of employees. Fortunately, most EA pro-
fessionals are in a key position to assess addiction in seniors
properly.

Signs of Addiction Often Hidden

According to CASA's report "Under the Rug: Substance
Abuse and the Mature Woman," several factors conspire to
keep chemical addiction among seniors hidden: lack of
understanding of older women's reduced tolerance to alco-
hol and drugs; failure to recognize symptoms; lack of estab-
lished referral routes to decipher the problem; and efforts
by women to hide their use at all costs. Many of these
issues exist for older adult men as well.

Because trained professionals, such as EA profession-
als, are capable of recognizing the signs of addiction, we
will be able to help this otherwise hidden population.
CASA's report suggests that advising clients for as little as
five minutes can help prevent the development of sub-
stance abuse by older adults who appear at risk.
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How Can We Tell?

Unfortunately, addictive behavior among older adults
is often confused with normal aging signs. Both addictive
and aging behaviors have these symptoms:
• memory loss
• chronic health complaints
• confusion
• mood swings
• disorientation
• shaky hands

While we assess the senior population, we need to be
open to asking enough questions to decipher the difference
between the aging process and alcohol and drug addic-
tions.

Seniors More Susceptible to Addiction

The physical effects of aging also make older adults
more susceptible to chemical addiction. For example,
seniors process alcohol and prescription drugs less effi-
ciently. They may drink less but feel more severe effects.
Some experts say two to three drinks at age 65 and older
could have the same effect on that person as six to seven
drinks at a younger age.

Seniors also are more likely to experience chronic
health problems, so they are taking multiple prescription
drugs. According to the physicians surveyed in the CASA
report, women over 59 take an average of five prescriptions
at the same time. Combine these drugs with alcohol and
lower tolerance levels, and you end up with disastrous sit-
uations that can easily be prevented.

Aging and retirement naturally lead to enormous emo-
tional challenges. Some recent retirees may be struggling to
find a sense of purpose while mourning the loss of a spouse
or friends, relocating to places such as Arizona or Florida, or
even adjusting to a limited or reduced income. When EA pro-
fessionals identify an older employee or retiree with chemical
addiction, they can focus on these special circumstances and
look for a program that meets their particular needs.

According to Recruiting Trends magazine, it costs $7,000 to replace
a salaried worker, $10,000 to replace amid-level employee,

and more than $40,000 to replace a senior executive.
In addition to dealing with the confusing physical and

emotional effects of aging, many healthcare professionals
make false assumptions that prevent them from properly
identifying chemical addiction. Nearly 4 in 10 physicians
surveyed by the CASA did not agree that substance abuse
treatment is somewhat or very effective for mature women.
More than one third' of physicians agreed with the state-
ment that "many physicians fail to address problem drink-
ing among mature patients because they believe drinking is
one of the last few pleasures left for seniors."

Alcoholism can hardly be described as pleasurable.
Ignoring our older adults is like closing a book and putting
it on the shelf before reading the last chapter. EA profes-
sionals can help older workers and their families experi-
ence that last chapter in a healthy, productive, and
meaningful manner by recognizing that help is available.

What Can We Do?

If supervisors suspect an older coworker has a problem
with drugs or alcohol, they should be careful not to diag-
nose the problem as chemical dependency, just as they
would not think of diagnosing any other disease. Instead,
the supervisor should keep a record of the employee's work
performance, good or bad, and document any changes in
performance. Next, the supervisor should arrange a time to
talk with the employee about his or her unsatisfactory job
performance.

The supervisor should communicate the company's
expectations, discuss the consequences if these expecta-
tions are not met, and explain available options to help the
employee with whatever problem there may be. Also, keep
in mind that seniors attach moral judgments to terminolo-
gy such as "addict" or "alcoholic." Instead, talk about alco-
hol and/or prescription drug problems.

After this discussion, the ball is in the employee's
court. He or she will either seek help or continue to behave
in the same manner. If work performance continues to suf-
fer and the employee refuses help, employers have the right
to reprimand or fire the employee. These actions, of course,
must be related to work performance. Firing an employee
simply because of his or her addiction is not in the best
interest of the employee or the company. It's also illegal.

Those who successfully complete treatment for chem-
ical dependency have a brighter future than those who
don't. According to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration, employees who maintained sobri-
ety one year after inpatient treatment for chemical depen-
dency demonstrated a 50 percent drop in injuries, an 82
percent drop in tardiness, an 83 percent drop in mistakes,
and an 85 percent drop in absenteeism. They're also likely
to be grateful and loyal to the employers who allowed them
to get well and keep their jobs.

Equally important, rehabilitating employees is more
cost-effective than rehiring and training workers.
According to Recruiting Trends magazine, it costs $7,000 to
replace a salaried worker, $10,000 to replace amid-level
employee, and more than $40,000 to replace a senior exec-
utive. For the same dollars (or less) than those spent on hir-
ing a new employee, companies can help existing
employees get the treatment they need.

Seniors enjoy the highest success rate of recovery from
addiction, but it's crucial to find a program that under-
stands the specific needs of seniors. EA professionals are
uniquely qualified to recognize the signs of chemical addic-
tion among seniors and to make a proper assessment. They
are also likely to be familiar with treatment centers that
offer programs designed specifically for older adults and
that take into consideration seniors' varying generational
experiences, emotional challenges, and chronic health
problems. Q

Carol Egan is a member of the advisory board for the CASA report and
director of older adult services at Hanley-Hazelden Center, a chemical
dependency treatment center in West Palm Beach, Fla. For a free copy of a
Hazelden pamphlet, 'How to Talk to an Older Person Who Has a Problem
with Alcohol or Medications, "call 1-800-I-Do-Care.
.......................................................................................................................

President's Page
continued from page 4

introduce yourself to one part of your food chain, think
long and hard about what you can do to rectify the situa-
tion. You enjoy helping people, and that's fine. But you will
be of no help to your clients if you are cut out of the orga-
nization. For the sake of others, make time for yourself.

An Honor for EAPA

On another topic very dear to our hearts—namely,
money—I'm sure most of you remember that just four
years ago we had some serious financial problems. Because
of a financial strategy spearheaded by Chief Operating
Officer Sylvia Straub and implemented by the Board of
Directors, EAPA has been able to correct those financial
problems. This year, we will enjoy the benefits of surplus
funds, made available through fiscally sound decisions.
Many associations encounter financial difficulties but not
many are able to turn their situation around so quickly. In
August, I was proud to attend a seminar sponsored by the
American Society for Association Executives. Guest speak-
er was EAPA's COO Sylvia Straub, who described the
details of our plan so that other associations could consid-
er such a plan for themselves. EAPA has become an exam-
ple for other associations. Isn't it wonderful what we can
accomplish when we work together? Q

Next issue: The seventh step.
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by Scott Dunbar, M. Ed., D. Min, NCAC II, MAC

ife is a series of hellos and goodbyes. A great deal
of study has been devoted to how to say hello and
manage first impressions, but little attention has
been paid to goodbyes.

We are all full of unspoken goodbyes. For the past 20
years, in rriy,work as a therapist, I have experienced hun-
dreds, maybe thousands, of goodbyes, and have learned
the value of placing emphasis on saying goodbye. To do
this, I have developed an outline for how to say goodbye,
which has been effective both in my work and personal life
whenever there has been a change in a relationship, such as
when a friend moves, is dying, changes jobs, or divorces.
Anything that would affect my previously normal contact
wi'Eh an individual is a time to say goodbye.

Saying goodbye has become easier and more natural
for me after all these years but it hasn't always been so. It
was very painful at first. People who have never had this
experience tend to resist saying goodbye. They will say
things like, "I'll be seeing you again occasionally so I don't
need to say goodbye." Saying goodbye is an emotional
experience
and it can be
painful. r p~,Ytlh9 IS SUc~ SW4et SOYYOW, ~

i / It requires a directness in
~ communication to which some people

are unaccustomed. The desire to
` avoid emotional pain leads

• people to resist saying goodbye.
~~ Furthermore, people sim-

ply don't know how It
does take courage; it is
a risk. Saying goodbye

rj needs to be intentional,
' ~~ which means you need

to take the time to do it
without interruption. It
can take just a few min-
utes or may require
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more time that may stretch out over a period of days
depending upon the nature and depth of the relationship
that is changing. Sometimes in the process of saying good-
bye, you later think of things .you would like to say and
may want to come back and share those, but at some point
you will feel finished.

I suggest that people take turns talking. It works best
for me just to follow my outline and go straight through it
while the other person listens, then the other person can
talk while I listen. After this, you may want to share other
thoughts that have come to you while the other person was
speaking, but it is usually best not to interrupt, at least not
too often.

Shakespeare said, "Parting is such sweet sorrow" It's
true: The process of saying goodbye can be experienced as
both sweet and sorrowful at the same time. Sometimes in a
community of people it has been a religious experience, and
I felt the ground and the room become holy ground and a
sacred room. Some goodbyes are more memorable than oth-
ers, but I don't think there are any that I regret. It is risky,
but I have never regretted what I have said, only what I did-
n't say. The important thing is to speak the truth in love.

Suggested Steps for Saying Goodbye

1. Your First Memory and Impression. Think back to the first
time you noticed this person and say what you remem-
ber. How has this impression either been confirmed or
changed as you have gotten to know each other better?

2. Your Most Important Experience. This can be something
that occurred in a few moments or over a period of
time. But share the time when you got to know the per-
son the best and the time that you value the most.

3. What You Learned from Them. You may have learned
something significant or this may be one of the steps.
when you can't think of something to say, so skip it. I
recently told someone that I learned that hard looking
people have soft places in them and that was a surprise
to me.

4. What You Liked about Them. Come on, surely you can
think of something. Be specific. General comments usu-
ally aren't remembered.

What You Disliked about Them. This might be hard to do
and certainly is a risky area. Usually, I skip this step
because I honestly can't think of anything that I partic-
ularly dislike about an individual. In the past, however,
I can remember telling people that I didn't like their
impatience, their loudness, or their explosive temper.
Surprisingly, when I shared those things with people,
they were glad to hear it, and rather than building
resentments, it seemed to have cleared the air. The pos-
itive statements often can be more believable when the
negatives are honestly spoken too.
Regrets and Unfinished Business. Regrets can be things
you either did or didn't do, would have liked to have
done but never got around to, that kind of thing.
Unfinished business is v~ important. By unfinished
business, I mean anything, regardless of how small, that
is present in this relationship. For example, one time I
said, "When this group first gathered together, I came
into the room and put my things down on the table.
Later when I returned to my seat, my things had been
moved and you were sitting there. I just always assumed
you had moved my things and sat in my seat. That
made me angry and I decided you were somebody I just
didn't want to get to know Telling you this sounds
childish, but that is the truth." When you tell people
these things, it doesn't mean you need to talk more
about the issue; you're simply stating what the unfin-
ished business is. Speaking has a way of clearing up a
matter with little further effort, but there may be a need
to make apologies or amends. Do what you need to do
for yourself.
Last Memory You Will Tahe with You. This relates to the
most important experience you had with a person. It
can be a time or moment the other doesn't even remem-
ber. If you can't think of anything, skip it. People whom
you don't know well usually don't bring anything to
mind. Conversely, people you know well will bring up
lots of memories.

Gifts You Would Lihe to Give Them. These gifts can be phys-
ical things or metaphysical things. Let your imagination
run on this one. I have told people that I would like to
give them a new job, or a new attitude, or a magic tele-
phone. People have given me things such as more time, a
vacation, and a new brain that knows how to spell.

There is an additional step, which is important under
certain situations. If someone is leaving a group of people
who have worked or lived together, then the final step is for
them to reflect on their roles in that group, name what
those roles have been, and then will them out to those who
remain in the group after they have gone. For example,
someone's role might have been to remember people's
birthdays and to do things that celebrate those events. They
need to will that job to another person. Another's role
might have been to get the group back on the subject at
hand when a series of digressions have occurred. We all
have many roles in groups; sometimes we discern this for
ourselves and sometimes the group needs to tell us what
they are, but this is the time when this discussion needs to
occur and those roles passed to others. It helps to reduce
the fears about someone's absence.

Saying goodbye is worth the risk. It is a freeing and
healing experience and offers closure for everyone. It yields
another positive benefit: If you should run into someone
again whom you have already wished goodbye, chances are
good that this encounter will be more comfortable, less
awkward, and a real pleasure. Q

Scott Dunbar is the program coordinator for
the Substance Abuse Internet Referral System
at the Metropolitan Atlanta Council on
Alcohol and Drugs; apart-time instructor at
Georgia State University, teaching both grad-
uate and undergraduate classes on substance
abuse counseling; and an ordained deacon
of the United Methodist Church.

FTC and HARP Offer Articles on Eldercare
According to a recent survey, nearly one fourth of U.S. households include a member who is a caregiver. Almost two thirds of these care-
givers are employed full- orpart-time, so we know where that caregiver is likely to be when she (or he) has to make tough decisions, find
resources, antl just deal with all the complexities—at work! Caregiving is a workplace issue.

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has partnered with the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) to produce a series of short
articles on eldercare topics. The intended audience is adult children assisting their parents. The 11 articles were written by experts and
advocates and include subjects ranging from community-based services to setting up power of attorney, from making the home senior-safe
to finding alternative housing, and from long-term care insurance to consumer fraud.

Each article is 1000 words or less and is an awareness piece providing a glimpse of the topic without overwhelming the reader. Several
resources are listed at the end of each one. FTC and AARP want to disseminate news about the free series via corporate newsletters or Web
sites or other means. The series will be available in mid-October 1998 through the Internet or in hard copy. To obtain the series, call the
FTC's Consumer Response Center at 202-382-4357 or contact the FTC Web site at http://www.ftc.gov
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Mar etin t e License Em o eeY
Assistance Pro essiona Cre entia

O N E S T A T E S A P P R O A C H

by John Burhe, MA, CEAP

n June 21, 1996, the North Carolina General
Assembly ratified House Bill 779, creating a

process for the voluntary licensing of EA pro-

fessionals. The EAPA North Carolina Chapter

was instrumental in writing, introducing, and securing pas-
sage of this law, which provides consumer protection

through the identification of EA professionals qualified and
trained to the highest standards of the EA profession to pro-
vide quality EAP services. North Carolina, like most states,

has recognized that the number of EAPs continues to grow
because employers have long recognized the value of EAPs
and have sought to provide these services to their employees.

Identifying True EAP Services

Along with the increase in demand for EAP services,

however, there has been a steady growth in the types of
organizations offering those services. North Carolina ven-

dors can be not-for-profit; for-profit, public, or private. They

can be privately held EAP companies, insurance carriers,
managed care organizations, or work/life companies. They
include hospital systems, treatment programs, and private

practitioners. The degree to which these widely varying

organizations are adhering to the core technology and core
principles of EAP when providing services has been in ques-
tion. In order to ensure that employers can identify those
vendors offering the true range of EAP services, the North
Carolina legislature enacted House Bill 779, providing for
licensure of EA professionals. Vendors employing licensed
professionals will be making use of those recognized as
highly skilled in providing EAP services.

First LEAP Credentials Granted

On May 1 of this year, the state of North Carolina
began to grant the Licensed Employee Assistance
Professionals (LEAP) credential to EA professionals. The
North Carolina Board of Employee Assistance Professionals,

composed of five members appointed by the
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governor, is charged with establishing the rules for licensing

and managing the licensing process for this credential. The
pursuit of a LEAP credential is voluntary and a license is not
required to provide EAP services within the state. The

license does provide North Carolina employers with a
means of distinguishing among the qualifications of EA pro-
fessionals used by various vendors. Employing a LEAP will

indicate that a vendor is offering the highest quality EAP ser-
vices. Aprofessional who applies for the credential must be

a certified employee assistance professional (CEAP) and

meet other requirements, as specified by the new law

Marketing the Credential

For the LEAP credential to gain credibility and value,
it must be recognized by the employer community.
Employers must know that the LEAP exists and the quality
that it represents. The EAPA North Carolina Chapter has
sought to bring about that recognition. After careful delib-
eration, the chapter designed a detailed plan for marketing
the LEAP to employers. The chapter has already begun
implementing the following plan:
• Designed and produced a brochure entitled, "The

Employer's Guide to the Licensed Employee Assistance
Professional." This brochure provides an easily read
overview of the North Carolina EA Professional
Licensure law, the requirements for becoming a LEAP,

a profile of the EA profession, and a list of the seven
EAP core technology functions.

• Identified four employer organizations that would dis-
tribute the brochure and other information regarding
the credential. The majority of employers within North
Carolina are members of one of four organizations: 1.
a statewide human resources group, 2. a national
human resources group with local chapters, 3. a
statewide labor organization, or 4. an employer associ-
ation. The EAPA North Carolina Chapter can reach
most employers—small or large, unionized or
nonunionized—through these organizations.

• Sent a letter introducing EAPs and the LEAP credential

to the head of each of these organizations asking them

to pass along the information to their members.

• Asked each employer organization, through telephone

or face-to-face meetings, to distribute the LEAP

brochure to their members.

• Prepared articles on LEAPS and EAPs for insertion in

member newsletters and on their Web pages.

• Offered the services of EA professionals who could

make presentations to employer organization meetings.

• Used the EAPA North Carolina Chapter Web site to

distribute information about the LEAP. The chapter has

promoted the Web site as a means of publicizing infor-

mation regarding the licensure process. (For anyone

who would like to access this information, the chap-

ter's Web address is: www.EAPA.com/nc.)

More than 3,000 employers throughout North

Carolina are receiving information regarding the LEAP

through this orchestrated process. Not only are employers

learning about the LEAP, but they also are learning more

about EAPs and the North Carolina Chapter of EAPA. The

promotional value is tremendous. To date, the response has

been excellent. For example, the most prominent and visi-

ble employer organization in the state provided the EAPA

North Carolina Chapter with its 1,800-member mailing

list, with approval for the chapter to send information

i~JJ r ~~~~ ~ r~ ~ r ~`~~~~~
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regarding the credential. Another group, an influential

human resources organization, published an article intro-

ducing the LEAP in its weekly newsletter and also request-

ed a supply of brochures to distribute to interested

members. The chapter is soliciting the support of other

organizations in this promotional effort.

A Means for Discerning Value

The EAPA North Carolina Chapter recognized that the
LEAP credential would have no greater value than the value

the employer placed on it. The chapter is committed to
building the value and recognition of the LEAP. The new
licensure law establishes the EAP field as a recognized pro-
fession within the state of North Carolina. It provides
employers with a quality measure that allows them to dif-

ferentiate among vendors offering EAP services by identify-

ing and asking for those vendors who employ LEAPs. The

law creates an expectation that North Carolinians deserve

the best when it comes to providing EAP services.

Employers now have the tools to make selections that will

deliver such services. Q

John Burke, MA, CEAP, is a principal in the firm of Blair &Burke, which
provides consultation services to employers and workplace services ven-
dors, along with training in employee assistance and other areas. For fur-
therinformation, he can be reached at 910-328-0978 or at his e-mail
address: jjbceapQaol.com.

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF

~Se~ct a~~l ors
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In Beauti,{u~ S`ec~ona, Arizona
Contemporary studies show that alcoholism treatment
that has biochemical restoration as a major component
helps the chemically dependent achieve long-term
abstinence more successfully than any other method.
Desert Canyon's unique program treats the whole
person and includes medical assessment, pharma-
cotherapy, mindfulness/stress reduction, and other
proven methods with licensed professionals for a
comprehensive and effective program.

Desert
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~52~> 24.1122
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WHERE FREEDOM FROM ADDICTION GOES BEYOND RECOVERY
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Please note the following changes to the
EAPA 1998 Membership Resource Directory.

Cornelius Victoria Dermady, Joanne A., CEAP
4331 W, Thomas EAP Counselor
Chicago, IL 60651 Occupational Health Connection, EAP
773/395-1882 687 Lee Road, Suite 109

Rochester, NY, 14606
Couthen, Jeri L., MSW; MPH, CEAP 716/458-1420 Fax 716/458-4618
94-337 Anania Dr., No.14
Mililani, HI 96789 Downing, Lynne E., CEAP
808/831-2766 26 Skyline Dr.

Warren, NJ 07059
Covey, Sue L., LEAP 908/647-0987 Fax 908/226-1533
Director EAP
Olympic Resources Downs, Lee D., D.Min., CMFT, CEAP
18631 Alderwood Mall Pkwy. Corporate EAP Administrator
Suite 210 Snap-on Incorporated
Lynnwood, WA 98037 P:O. Box 1410
425/778-1328 - Fax 206/778-8753 Kenosha, WI 53141-1410

414/656-5510 Fax 414/656-6415
Cowell-Oates, June, CEAP
Director of Business Development Eagleton; Anita L., MFCC

Behavioral Health Partners—EAP Family Therapist

120 S. Central, 10th Floor Private Practice

St. Louis, MO 63105 50 Quisisana Dr.

314/505-6300 Fax 314/505-6311 Kentfield, CA 94904
415/454-5955 Fax 415/454-9399

Crawford, Brenda Y., LEAP
Civilian Assistance Program, EAP Earle Larr K.~ y
Family Service Center Regional Vice President

814 Radford Blvd. Value Behavioral Health

Human Resources Office P.O. Box 12692

Albany, GA 31704-5000 Research Triangle Pk., NC 2'709

912/439-5429 Fax 912/439-6103 919/941-5327 Fax 919/941-5242

Creamer, Sarah E., CEAP Ederer, Margaret E., CEAP

Employee Assistance of Central Virginia 2044 Bayonne

2250 Murrell Rd., Suite BS St. Charles, MO 63303

Lynchburg VA 24501 314/947-5305

804/847-8915 Fax 804/845-1253
Farber, Sharon

Crews, Lucie L., LEAP Ph.D., BCD.

5500 Monument Ave., Suite M Psychotherapist

Richmond VA 23226
142 Edgars Lane

804/342-0730 Fax 804/353-3423
Hastings-on-Hudson, NY 10706-1108
914/478-1924 Fax914/478-3870

Daly, Robert, Ph.D., CSW, LMSW-ACP,
Faulkner, Sandra S., CEAPCEAP

4280 Trinity Mills Rd., #813
EAP Program Coordinator

Dallas, TX75287
610 Olive St.

972/381-2316
Pittsburgh, PA 15237
412/366-5973

Damian, Rana Fearing, James P., Ph.D.
Counselor

PresidenUCEO
1033 E. Sandpiper Dr. National Counseling, Inc.
Tempe, AZ 85283-2020 3033 Excelsior Blvd.

Suite 300

Decker, Allan
Minneapolis, MN 55416

President Allan I. Decker, MS W, LCSW
800/279-3321 Fax 612/512-0099

4043 Bay Meadows Rd., Suite 3 Flanagan, Richard D.
Jacksonville, FL 32217 Clinical Director
904/268-1574 Fax 904/260-3799 EPOTEC, Inc.

3 Mill Rd., Suite 201
Decker, Kathy A. Wilmington, DE 19806
7215 S. Newport Way 302/655-3390 Fax 302/655-3398
Englewood, CO 80112-1615
303/756-3564 Fax 303/369-4014 Forbes, Sandra E., CEAP

EAP Consultant
Denig, Robert W., MA, CEAP CNR Health
1090 Sequoia Dr. 2514 S. 102nd St.
Lewisville, NC 27023 Milwaukee, WI 53227
336/945-6556 Fax 336/945-6556 414/327-5197 Fax 414/327-0886
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Foreman, Penny J., LCSW
2424 Congress St., Suite C
San Diego CA 92110
619/291-2474 Fax 619/291-3747

Fox, Kenneth R., MS, CEAP
United Airlines
ORDPTD
P.O. Box 66140
Chicago, IL 60666
312/601-5191 Fax 312/601-5179

Fox, Susan
Director of Marketing
Family Counseling Service
P.O. Box 2870
Everett, WA 98203-0870
206/349-7333 Fax 206/349-7206

Frangules, Maryanne
36 Pleasant Hill Ave.
Mattapan, MA 02126
617/499-5051

Franklin, John T., Ph.D.
2933 Dunsary Lane
Brighton, MI 48116-9447
810/229-9136

Freeman, Patricia C., LCSW
205 Yoakum Pkwy., #1414
Alexandria, VA 22304
703/370-1009

Friedel, Tom
CEAP Coordinator EAP
King County EAP
821-2nd Ave„ MS 153
Seattle, WA 98104
206/689-4572 Fax 206/684-1964

Friedman, Carol L., CEAP
Counseling Consulting and Training
1555 Sherman, Suite 222
Evanston, IL 6020]
847/866-9692 Fax 847/866-9674

Friedman, Peter C.
PsychologisC
Silver Line Building Prod., Inc.
1 Silver Line Dr.
North Brunswick, NJ 08902-6029
732/435-1000 Fax 732/846-3580

Frostman, Tom O., MS
Dir. of Training &Development
Prevention Research Institute
1280 Matterhorn Circle North
Westcliffe, CO 81252
888/227-5774 Fax 719/783-2779

Gaito, William M., CEAP
Employee Assistance Counselor
Teamsters Assistance Program
300 Pendelton Way
Oakland, CA 94621
510/562-3600

Gardner, Keith W., CEAP
Account Executive
Employee &Family Resources
505 5th Ave., Suite 600
Des Moines, IA 50309-2319
515/244-6090

Garvis, Dennis B., CEAP
Outreach Counselor
Manning Regional Healthcare Center
P.O. Box 62
Can•oll, IA51401-0062
712/792-6454 Fax 712/653-2216

Gedney, Daryl Elizabeth, MA
2815 W. 116th Place, Apt. 104
Westminster, CO 80234
303/439-9649

Germaine, Justin M., CSW, CEAP
Manager-EAP
Long Island Railroad Jamaica Station
Dept. 2901
Jamaica, NY 11435
718/558-7763 Fax 718/558-7803

Gorham, Carlene K., CEAP
Manager EAP
P.O. Box 585
Mammoth, AZ 85618
520/385-3410

Gotshall, Mark
235 Alten Ave., N.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49503-3780
616/458-3971

Gravel, Mary Ann, MA, NCC, MAC, CEAP
Metro Employee Assistance Service
P.O. Box 213
Titusville, NJ 08560
800/334-6327 Fax 609/396-3451

Greven, Gary, Ph.D.
Associated Psychologists
2901 Ohio Blvd., #132
Terre Haute, IN 47803
812/232-2144 F'ax812/234-4598

Griffin, Patrick C., LC5W, BCD
TherapisUConsultant Psychiatric Services
1111-55th St.
Kenosha, WI 53140
414/657-5200 Fax 414/657-5591

Grunspan, Ilene, CEAP
Consultant
U.S. Postal Service
1155 Adams, Suite 105
Kansas City, KS 66103
816/342-0066

Hamill, Louise
Addiction and Mental Health Svcs, Corp.
Library
33 Russell St.
Toronto MSS-2S 1 CANADA
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In today's healthcare environment, EA professionals often find themselves dealing

with issues that are complex and confusing. In particular, they need standards that

protect the interests of those with behavioral problems and the integrity of the EAP field.

Members of EAPA's Houston Chapter have prepared a new publication that will

be a valuable working resource for EA professionals as well as others in the

counseling professions.

This 86-page report includes:

• 20 sample ethical dilemmas for increasing awareness

• an outline of adecision-malting process for these issues

• essays from professionals regarding workplace ethics

• codes of ethics from eight professional organizations

Make Ethical Dilemneas in Workplace Counseling: A Casebook the newest addition to your EAP library.

Price: $19.95 (EAPA member); $24.95 (non-member); add $3.00 per copy for shipping and handling.

Order now from the EAPA Resource Center, 2101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 500, Arlington, Virginia 22201

703-522-6272; (fax) 703-522-4585; (e-mail)eaprescenGaol.com
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This article was adapt-f~ a speech delivered on November 16, 1997 at a plenary session entitled,
"Future Mental Health ~ee in the Workplace," at the EAPA Annual Conference in Baltimore, MD.

by Steven E. Hyman, M.D.

mployee assistance professionals are
on the front line, not only in dealing
with mental illness and addiction in
the workplace, but also in dealing

with the inappropriate shame and stigma that
compound these problems.

These are not trivial problems. An esti-
mated 43 million Americans suffer from some
form of mental distress or mental illness, and
5 million have severe mental illness. Severe
and pervasive mental illness contributes to
greater losses in productivity and greater lev-
els of disability than almost any category of illness in the
United States.

Two major challenges to EA professionals are: 1) con-
vincing employers that diseases like depression and addic-
tive disorders are real, diagnosable, and treatable, and
above all contributors to lost productivity, and 2) proving
that it is worthwhile to identify and target these disorders
for intervention in the workplace.

Recently, the World Health Organization and the
World Bank conducted a study that helps to make that
case. They calculated the burden of disease in different
countries, so that those nations could make plans for insur-
ance coverage, health care, and for overall costs of disease
to society. They did one thing that was extremely sophisti-
cated: They turned away from the simple idea that we only
score death, and included disability in their calculations.
The unit of measurement they developed was called a "dis-
ability-adjusted life-year", or DALY. It turns out that men-
tal disorders are responsible for more than 10 percent of
DALY lost worldwide, and major depression is the fourth
leading cause of DALY lost.

Note that this calculation includes the developing
world, where infectious diseases still ravage the population
and are the chief cause of premature mortality. As these
infectious diseases are brought under control in future
years, the proportional burden imposed by mental illness
will be even greater: The calculations showed that by the
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year 2020, worldwide, major depression will
be second only to ischemic heart disease as a
cause of DALY lost.

It is important to recognize that in the
United States, diseases such as depression and
alcoholism actually contribute to higher levels
of disability than high blood pressure or even
diabetes—diseases that most employers have
no trouble recognizing as real, diagnosable,
and treatable.

The fact is that high blood pressure,
although it has dire consequences, is often

silent for many years, and with appropriate treatment real-
ly has little impact on most workers. In contrast, diseases
such as depression and alcoholism are still under-recog-
nized and under-treated, and, as EA professionals can
attest, they markedly impair performance on the job, abili-
ty to work, and even ability to show up at work.

Why then is it often so difficult to encourage individ-
uals with these conditions to identify themselves and to
convince employers to take these disorders seriously? Why
is it that when the Congress struggled last year fora rela-
tively meager version of insurance equity, the business
community voiced objection? Why is there so much ongo-
ing conflict in writing the rules-for insurers?

The reason is that illnesses such as depression and
alcoholism do not leave visible marks on the body. We can-
not see the brain. We only see the outward signs of its
working through behavior.

Throughout the tradition of Western philosophy and
medicine, there has been an inappropriate skepticism that
behavioral dysfunction is real, that it has the same status as
something you can measure with a blood pressure cuff, or
listen to with a stethoscope.

What evidence do we have that this attitude is wrong?
The evidence comes from studies of the brain, which is
indeed the seat of all mental illness and all addictive disor-
ders. The brain is the great integrator of information. As it
develops, it combines information from our genes with

information from our environment and our experiences.
The result is the literal foundation of our mental life and of
our behavior.

The brain is made up of about 100 billion nerve cells
called neurons. There are many thousands of distinct kinds
of these cells, which communicate with each other across

structures called synapses.
At the synapses, the nerve cells pass chemical mes-

sages—called neurotransmitters—across to one another.

There may be a quadrillion synapses in the brain. This is a

number so large that none of us can have any intuitive
understanding of it.

Because the brain is so complex, it is capable of giving

us something as rich and elaborate as our mental life and
our behavior. But its complexity also creates extraordinary

challenges to understand it.
To be honest, modern science is only beginning to

develop truly robust tools for understanding the mysteries

of the brain, and for understanding those
aspects of brain function—our behavior,
our subjective experience, our choices—
that are so relevant to the issues facing EA
professionals every day.

As an example of the complexity of the
brain, consider this: When light enters the
eye and impinges on the retina, it activates
an intricate array of visual circuits. The
brain uses this circuitry to divide the visu-
al world into its separate elements. For its
processing purposes, the brain separates
the shape of things and the color of things
and determines whether things. are mov-
ing. Later on in its processing, it puts all b

these features back together. First, it resyn-
thesizes the visual aspects of the world,
and then it combines the visual scene with

the auditory scene, the tactile scene, and
memories, to build a complete picture of
the world.

Of course, our emotional processing is
every bit as intricate as our visual process-
ing, as it must be. We are not simple
automatons or robots. We humans have a rich and elabo-

rate emotional life with a remarkable train of hopes, disap-
pointments, happiness, and sadness, which most often is

appropriate and helps us function in the world.
We can have a disease that affects this complex emo-

tional circuitry, just as a stroke victim has a disease that
might affect the motor circuitry. But what happens? It is less
visible. In our culture, what happens to people who are suf-
fering emotionally or mentally, who may have no energy, or
who may have thoughts that they are worthless or helpless,
that maybe it would be better if they killed themselves?

What happens to these people? Because their problems
are not visible, they often are told, "Oh, shake it off. You
can pick yourself up." But, of course, the fact is they can't

just shake it off. In order to offer these individuals more

help, it is important that we continue to make progress in

understanding how emotional processing and cognitive

processing—processing of thought—occur in the brain,

and what goes wrong in mental illness and addictive disor-

ders.
Because of the brain's complexity, we are just begin-

ning to understand these processes, but we have learned a

great deal already, and EA professionals are in an excellent

position to share that knowledge.
To illustrate, let's use an example involving drug addic-

tion to understand how disorders develop in the brain.

There are emotional circuits in the brain- that are there to
say, "This is good. We should approach it. We should learn
exactly what this is about." These circuits help us approach
positive, life-enhancing experiences.

During evolution, these circuits have allov,~ed animals
to learn about new, highly palatable foods. The information
in these circuits is carried by a number of neurotransmit-
ters. One is called dopamine; others 'are the endorphins,

the body's own naturally occurring opiate
molecules.

Let's imagine that we have discovered
the New World and we find something
wonderful—chocolate. We try it. What
happens? Well, the brain's main reward
circuit releases dopamine and it is saying,
"That was good. Let's do it again. Let's
remember exactly how we did it."

Now, human beings have discovered
many herbal products in nature. Many of
these are good foods, but a small number

get us into big trouble. These include
opium; cocaine; ethyl alcohol, the fermen-
tation product of grain; and, lest we for-

get, the tobacco leaf, which gives us
nicotine.

Addiction is a
brain disease,

because the very
circuits in the

rain that tell you,
"This is good for
you", have been
altered by the

drugs.

It turns out that the active ingredients
in cocaine, tobacco, and opium look very

much like neurotransmitters that the

brain uses. They fool the brain. Cocaine

looks enough like dopamine that it stimu-

lates the reward circuit—the "that was

good" circuit. But it does so with an inten-

sity that far exceeds any natural stimulus. So, in the short-

term, the drug user feels good. But, of course, there is a

terrible hook in all of this.
The brain is now being bombarded by these chemical

masqueraders with an intensity that it is not prepared to

deal with, and as a result, these brain circuits actually

change. They are altered as a way of compensating for this

sledge hammering, for bombardment by these molecular

mimics.
These circuits change so much, that one morning

somebody wakes up and recognizes, perhaps—although
they may quickly deny it—that the first thing they need is
more drugs, more alcohol.

It is true that picking up that next drink or piece of
crack is a voluntary motor act. But addiction is a brain dis-
ease, because the very circuits in the brain that tell you,
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"This is good for you", have been altered by the drugs. Of
course, we know all too well how incredibly powerful
addiction can be.

The brain of an addicted person- is not the same as it
was before. But, as professionals, we have to be very
sophisticated in understanding this disease model, whether
it is for addiction or anything else. Otherwise, a client
might say, "Well, what do you expect me to do? I am just a
helpless tool of my DNA and my brain has changed."

The answer is, "Well, you know, you have lots of
synapses [of course, no one would really talk like this] and
maybe one very important circuit in your brain has been
hijacked. It has changed and you are in a lot of trouble. But
that circuit is not all of you. There is more of you that we
can engage, and engage it we must."

We have to engage in a process of not blaming, but also
of not letting people off the hook, making them take
responsibility. Those parts of the brain that make this pos-
sible are still there. Think of it as almost a war between a
hijacked circuit and other circuits.

Well, the same is true for mental illnesses—these are
real brain diseases. For depression, the process by which
the disorder develops is a little different from that for drug
addiction.

There may be a genetic predisposition to depression
that is revealed when bad things happen in life. Sometimes
it is really hard to tell what the important events are. There
may be a terrible stress that alters vulnerable circuits

Director of Employee
Assistance Program for
University of Arkansas for
Medical Sciences (DAMS).

Responsibilities include provision of
full EAP services to UAMS and to
external contracts. Director must
assist the program to continue
growth and development. Current
staff of five includes three MSW
EAP counselors. The Univ. of
Arkansas for Medical Sciences is
the state's single medical school
and is located in Arkansas' capitol,
a friendly, attractive, medium-sized
city with a low cost of living and a
high quality of life. Applicants must
hold a Masters Degree in a health
related field and possess three
years of administrative experience
including budget preparation.
CEAP preferred. Please call or write
in confidence to:

George E. Hamilton, Jr., M.D.
4301 West Markham, Slot 554
Little Rock, Arkansas 72205
Phone: (501) 686-8489
Fax: (501) 686-8154

involved in making emotional and cognitive judgments
about the world.

Individuals suffering from depression have no volun-
tary access to these things and find that they cannot just
pick themselves up by their bootstraps. That is why pro-
fessional help is so useful. The same principles of fooling
the brain that addictive drugs use to hijack the brain can be
used in a beneficent way as well.

The drugs that health professionals use to treat mental
disorders, such as Prozac and other similar drugs, are also
molecular masqueraders that can be targeted at specific
synapses in the brain where they can help people get better.

At the same. time, constructive engagement in counseling
and in psychotherapy also works because it changes the brain.
All the information that we take in through these mechanisms
becomes encoded in brain circuits. In these specialized forms
of learning, we change the way the brain works.

There may be many skeptics who refuse to believe that
counseling or psychotherapy can physically alter the brain,
but this is a real treatment, just like cardiac surgery. We know,
for example, that when we learn something new, whether it is
a fact, a tune on the piano, or a motor skill, synaptic connec-
tions change. We can actually see these changes in the aggre-
gate with new and noninvasive techniques of neuroimaging.
So, these effects of experience and learning are real.

The evidence is now overwhelming that for all mental
and addictive disorders, the problems are very real, they are
in the brain. We have evidence from brain imaging, neu-
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roanatomy, and studies of brain chemistry that prove that
mental illnesses have a basis in the brain. Most important, this
brain science in no way rules out the value of counseling and

psychotherapy. Indeed, one of the most interesting challenges
will be to demonstrate the full impact of these psychosocial

interventions, not only on the outcome of illness but on the
brain. EA professionals have to make special efforts to prove
again and again to employers, insurers, and policymakers just

how real these disorders and treatment effects are.
We know that genes are critical in determining who

gets schizophrenia, alcoholism, depression, or manic-
depressive illness, but we also know that genes are not the
whole story. They interact with the environment in causing
illness, and that fact is important in treatment.

For example, for patients suffering from coronary
artery disease, doctors will never just prescribe a beta
blocker and send them on their way. No one would con-
sider that to be complete or appropriate treatment. Besides
medication, these patients probably would become
involved with exercise and diet programs; and they might
also be prescribed a stress reduction program. No one
would belittle these behavioral, psychosocial interventions.

As with any other illness, the most effective treatment
for a mental or addictive disorder generally involves some
sort of medical intervention—but not always—and some
sort of behavioral intervention. Just as you would treat
heart disease, you can also treat depression comprehen-
sively, often with antidepressant medicine, but often also
with specific psychotherapy.

In the case of addictive disorders, psychotherapy—

particularly group psychotherapy—is a much better treat-

ment than any pharmacological intervention, and it works.
It works because it changes the brain.

To treat mental illnesses and addictive disorders effec-
tively, we need to understand them just like any other
human afflictions. We have to understand not just mole-
cules or cells in the brain, but how they are put together as
circuits. We have to understand how emotional and cogni-
tive circuits can be damaged and lead to mental illnesses
and addictive disorders. We have to understand how this
gives rise to our individual psyches, but we must realize that
the causal arrow goes the other way as well. We must under-
stand that there is a role in a larger context for our group
interventions and for personal interactions and that our own
individual experiences have an impact on the brain.

Change will come as society becomes comfortable with
the facts: that mental illnesses are real, diagnosable, and
treatable; that they cause immense disability; and that treat-
ments are effective and can return healthy and productive
people to the work force.

As the EA profession helps to convey this message, the
stigma attached to these illnesses will diminish. There will
be less of the inappropriate shame that keeps people from
identifying themselves as having trouble and there will be
less resistance in the workplace to paying for the programs
that are necessary to get people well. Q

Steven E Hyman, M.D., is the director of the National Institute of Mental
Health in Bethesda, MD,

"6VILDING EAP POV~lER:
CONFRONTING CONTROVERSY THROUGH

DIALOGUE AIVD DEBATE"

Public Policy Conference ̀ 99
Washington DC in February/March 1999

O Dialogue on EA Licensure and Legislation
O Dialogue with Other Associations
O Dialogue with the US Government
O Dialogue with Congress
O Dialogue with National Professional Groups

Take part in an all-day, pre-conference EAPA National Training Course; a White House tour;
an excursion to Georgetown; report back to your chapters on EA issues.

F~nployee Assistance Professionals Associarion • 2101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 500 •Arlington, VA 22201 •703-522-6272 • www.eap-association.com
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Waller H. Lafty, Jr. (censer), CEAP, with the Philadelphia Fire Department,
Local 22 IAfF, received the Edward J. Small Labor Recognition Award for
his outstanding leadership in advancing EAPs through labor-management
cooperation. Congratulating him are EAPA Labor Director Ted Mapes
(left) and Internal Committee Chair Jack Dempsey. EAPA's Legislative and Public Policy (L&PP)Chairman Roy Sanovick

was the lead speaker for an L&PP Forum at the District I Conference.

District attendees shared in authentic Williamsburg festivities,
including the traditional "groaning board" menu, served io
Williamsburg's visitors since colonial limes. Colonial balladeers
provided entertainment as well.

Don Sandin, EAPA member and one of the "Thundering 100" provided the
keynote address for the plenary session on July 20.

Congratulations and many thanks io these EAPA members of the 1998 District I Conference Host Committee: (left to right, front) Kristi Davis, Barbara
Maury, Dotty Blum, Lucie Lee Crews, Bonnie Piper, and Denise Powell; (back row, left to right) Billy Woolen, Brent McCraw, Jack Maxwell, Steve
Watson, Bilk Gamble, and Daniel Waits. Members not pictured: Denys Grant, Rick Shinn, Tom McAdams, Mark Derbyshire, Martin Maples, Elizabeth
Beamer, Jackie Roberts, Joseph McLaughlin, Bill Larrison, Jackie Sapp, Ingrid Shomo, Lisa Compton, Jack Dempsesy, and Pat Mezaraus.
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CEAP
Pins
Show it by

wearing a CLAP pin
available only

from the LAPA
Resource Center!
Cost: $10 each

plus $3 for postage
and handling.

rders limited eo cur-
~nt CEAPs; only one
railable per person.)

How to Contact EAPA Staff by E-Mail &Phone Ext.
Anthony Brown,Certification Assistant • Ext. 319 • EAPCERTDEP@AOL.COM

Joni Reed Cooley, Certification Director • Ext. 311 EAPCERTDIRC~AOL.COM

Mary Craigie, Membership Director • Ext. 315 • EAPMEMDIR@AOLCOM

Katina Doulis, Receptionist • Ext. 301 • EAPAMAIN@AOLCOM

George Figliozzi, Assistant to Board and COO • Ext. 314

EAI'OFFMANOAOL.COM

Leesa Kuo, Convention Manager • Ext. 304 • EAPCONVMANC~AOLCOM

Janice Laughlin, Resource Center Manager • Ext 307 • EAPRESCf_N@AOLCOM

Sheila Macdonald, Legislation and Public Policy Director • Ext. 309

EAPLPPDIR@AOL.COM

Ruth Maupin, Accounts Receivable Manager • Ext. 312

EAPRECMANC~AOLCOM

Reggie Newell • ExL 303 • ECAPMEMSERCNAOL.COM

Juanita Padgett, Membership Manager • Ext 317 • EAPMEMMANC~AOLCOM

Kay Springer, Communications Director • Ext. 308 • EAPCOMMDIR@AOL.COM

Sheree Clayton Thomas, Finance Director • Ext. 305 • EAPFINDIR@AOLCOM

Sylvia Straub, Chief Operating Officer • Ext. 316 • EAPCOOCNAOLCOM

Nicole Whitlock, Accounts Payable Manager • Ext. 313

Ellen Miller Williams, Annual Conference Director • Ext. 303

EAPCONVDIR@AOLCOM

Kimberly Willis, Certification Manager • Ext. 310 • EAPCERTMAN@AOL.COM

FINALLY! Two new videos too Introduce employees and supenrlsors i+o EAP!

EAP Today: ORIENTATION • EAP Today: SUPERVISOR TRAINING
Our EAP customers spoke, and we listened, Working with one of the leading producers of EAP videos,
Pertormance Resource Press is pleased to introduce two videos that you'll want to make a standard
part of your EAP library, EAP Today: Orientation gives viewers the basics of the EAP—who iYs for, how
it works and why iYs available, Actual client success stories (using actors to protect confidentiality)
inspire viewers to use the EAP, EAP Today: Supervisor Training helps supervisors overcome their five
biggest fears In referring an employee to the EAP, Both videos can be used regardless of the program
model—internal, external or integrated. They can also be used in marketing EAP services.

$149.00 EACH—TWO VIDEOS FOR ONLY $249.00 SAVE $49.00
EAP Today: Odentatlon, Iterr~ #Vr-430D • EAP Today: Supervisor Training, item #VF431 D •1Wo-video set, Item #Vt~432D

ITEM
NUMBER 61UANTIN

ITEM
PRICE

TOTAL
PRICE

ORDER SUBTOTAL
TAX: Michigan orders. Add 6%sales tax
Canadian orders: Add 7% GST or 15%HST

SHIPPING AND HANDLING
Orders up to $499.99 ...,.,..... 7%
Over $500 ............................ 5%

Canada, Hwaall, Alaska; Add 15 % of order total (a
minMum charge of $5.00 a~Ncas). Other counMes
please call a FAX fa shppkig charges.

ORDER TOTAL (PAY IN U.S. FUNDS)

MAIL ORDER FORM TO; PERFORMANCE RESOURCE PRESS
1270 Rankin Dr., Suite F, Troy, MI 48083-2843
FAX. 1-800-499-5718 or CALL 1-800-453-7733

METHOD OF PAYMENT: Charge, Check or Purchase Order
(You MUST attach purchase order)

Visa MasterCard (circle one)

Card Number Expiration Date

Name on Card

Address

Clay State/Prov, SIP/Postal Code

Phone FAX
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EAPA EXTRACTS NEWS TO AND FROM EAPA MEMBERS

To November and December 1998 CEAP recertifica-

tion candidates: October 1, 1998, is the dead-
line for applying for the December 12 CEAP exam;
January 31, 1999 is the deadline to send in PDHs
for recertification.

...............................................
Former CEAPS take note: in 1999, former CEAPs
will have the opportunity to regain their CFAp

certificationmore easily. Depending upon the
time period since the certification has lapsed,
former CEAPs may regain their certification by
earning professional development hours (PDHs) or
by exam, with the advisement and EAP experience
requirements waived. Additional criteria will
apply; details will be available from the EACC

in January 1999.

Has your address changed? Have you given your new
address to EAPA?If your address changes and you
are a CEAP and/or an EAPA member, please let us
know. Many people use difference mailing
addresses (for example, home address for certi-
fication; work address for membership). Be sure
to indicate whether the address change applies

to your membership or certification or both.

New Videos for
Fall of 1998!

Geraldine O'Delaney, founder of Little Alina

Lodge, the first U.S. treatment center, died on

July 9, 1998 at the age of 91. Former EAPA pres-

ident Jack Hennessy represented EAPA at the

memorial service on August 9, 1998.

Please note that on November 11, the -External FAp

Forum, will be held from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

The session was incorrectly scheduled to start

at 10:00 a.m. in the pre-conference program.

EAPA member Jim Oher has been appointed to serve

as a member of the Depression Quality

Improvement Project to be conducted by the

National Business Coalition on Health and orga-

nized by the Midwest Business Groups on Health.

The goal of the project is to organize and imple-

ment improvements in the detection, diagnosis,

and treatment of depression for employees. The

project will focus on implementing changes in

three key settings: the workplace, among health-

care plans, and with those primary and special-

ty care providers who treat workers and family

members suffering from depression.

•;• Subtle Sexual Harassment (A two part series)
The Issue is Respect end Management's New Responsibilities

Sexual harassment has exploded into the headlines. Its overt and subtle
forms have increased in frequency, with a resulting cost in psychological
trauma and employer liability.

Avoiding Litigation Landmines: A Suruival Guide for
❖ Managers

How to avoid litigation and turn explosive situations into positive tools
for unlocking the potential of employees.

EMS Grief Support in the Field: Do the Right Thing
~~~ Demonstrates how communities and businesses can benefit from grief

support programs in the field in terms of community satisfaction and
reduced medical costs.

Coming Soon: Grief Support in the WoH~place
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Internal EAP
S otli htp ~

KS U's Faculty ~z~~ Staff Assist~z~ce P~o~v~~z~
by Theresa Prezioso

ent State University, the third

largest public university in

Ohio, serves 30,000 students

at the Kent Campus and its

seven regional campuses throughout

Northeast Ohio. Kent State University's

Faculty and Staff Assistance Program

(FSAP) was implemented in September

1991 and is available to all faculty, staff,

their family members and university-
employed students. Approximately

4,500 employees (full- and part-time)

and their dependents are eligible to use

the program. The program's two-person

staff consists of afull-time EA profession-

al (who serves as counselor and adminis-

trator), and afull-time receptionist.

Housed on the Kent campus, FSAP offers

easy accessibility while affording neces-

sary privacy. All EAP services are offered

free of charge. Participation in the pro-

gram is voluntary and kept in strict con-

fidence, except in those cases where a

client is perceived to be of danger to

him herself or others.

Kent State University's FSAP has his-
torically reported to the vice president
for human resources. The FSAP has an
advisory committee consisting of seven
members representing the following
departments: Academic Affairs, University
Counsel, Affirmative Action, Police,
Student Psychological Services, Employee
Relations, and Human Resources.

The program's administrator is a
licensed professional clinical counselor

(LPCC), a certified employee assistance
professional (CEAP), and a certified
addictions professional (CAP).
Academic preparation includes an MS
degree in counseling psychology, an MS
degree in human resources management,
,and an M.Ed. in community counseling.

Among the various services the FSAP
provides are supervisory orientation and
educational programming. Due to the
popularity of such programming, the
FSAP is planning similar programming
for Kent State's fall 1998 semester.

In addition to educational program-
ming, the program offers assessment,
referral, follow-up care, and short-term
counseling (approximately six visits).
The program assists with any kind of
personal problem or concern and also
provides consultative services to supervi-
sors, coworkers, and family members.

The program is well utilized, with
the majority of clients being self referred.

Comments gleaned from our client
satisfaction questionnaire indicate high
satisfaction with the service received
from the Faculty and Staff Assistance
Program staff. Among the. many reasons
participants prefer using our internal
program rather than seeking help else-
where are the following:
• Longevity of the FSAP staff and their

consistent reputation for providing
professional, competent, and courte-
ous service;

• Advance knowledge of the FSAP pro-
fessional ̀ s ~ identity, credentials, and
style of interaction;

Survey on Internal EAPs Now Available

• Confidence in the program's assur-
ance of confidentiality;

• Educational programming conve-
niently offered and without cost;

• Follow-up contacts offered free of
charge;

• No copayment or deductible for any
of the other services provided, that is,
assessment, referral, and/or short-
term problem resolution;

• Ease of scheduling an appointment,
that is, no need to get preauthoriza-
tion or a prior telephone screening
before meeting with the FSAP counselor;

• No need to release sensitive informa-
tion to third parties;

• Immediate on-site crisis intervention
available;

• Clients not in crisis are usually seen
the next day or within a few days;

• Private, convenient on-campus location;
• The FSAP counselor's familiarity with

university staff and its culture;
= Existence of the program and the

university's ongoing support demon-
strate the university's interest in the
well-being of its employees.

Methods to market our program
include a newsletter, a Web site (www
kent.edu/vph/ fsap~, posters, literature,
educational workshops, and occasional
articles in university publications. The
FSAP also participates in university-
sponsored events such as Women's
Health Month, Community Day, and
New Employee Orientation. Q

According to recent reports in various publications, internal EAPs are now in the minority of EAP models inexistence. EAPA Internal EAPs Committee mem-
bers have been working to make internal EAPs better valued, better understood, and more visible to organizations arid have designed a survey addressed to EA
professionals currently staffing or managing an internal EAP, The committee feels that internal EAPs can better be marketed if we can identify ourselves to each
other and come to an understanding of what is meant by an internal EAP. Aggregate results of this survey will be discussed at the next EAPA Conference to be
held in Las Vegas in November 1998, and mailed to those individuals who fully complete the survey. To obtain a copy of this survey, call Theresa Prezioso, Kent
State University, at (330) 672-3183.

,t'
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Cl~~ll's: Co~~itte~ to Pv~ofessio~~zl De~elo~~e~t
by Doug McKibbon, CEAP

recently saw a column in a
professional medical newsletter
that caught my eye: "Are You
Committed to Learning or Just

Collecting CEUs?" The brief article
talked about the need for professional
development and encouraged their
members "to learn for the purpose of
enhancing your skills, not for the pur-
pose of collecting [continuing educa-
tion] CE units. As a result, your
learning activities should occur
throughout the year." The article went
on to point out that obtaining CEUs—
or in the CEAP world, professional
development hours (PDHs)—only to
maintain the credential does not

reflect good practice for ehe profes-
sional, the clients, or the profession.

Recertification Candidates
Exceed Expectations

In the recent group of CEAPs who
are recertifying, I was very encouraged
and proud to see that many people are
submitting more than the required 60
PDHs. In fact, some people are submit-
ting 120 or even 150 PDHs, all of which
fig within the EAP content outline.
CEAPs are obviously very committed to
training—not just for PDH earnings, but
to enhance their professional practice.

This finding is a pleasant stu~prise.
The EACC is very pleased that CEAPs

The Grief Recovery Handbook - Revised edition

REVISED EDITION

rheGrief
Recovery

Handbook

Tills ACTION PROGRAM I+ON

MOVWC BRYOND

UEATH, UIVORCH, AND

OTHER LOSSES

JOHN W.JAMES

AND RUSSELL FR~DMAN

by John W. James and Russell Friedman
(HarperCollins - 1998)

The Action Program for
Movi~zg Beyond Death, Divorce

and Other Losses.

For Your Healthcare
Lending Library.

Addressing all losses, not limited to death
and divorce, this book can enhance your
ability to help your employees recognize
and address the underlying grief issues

that may be limiting their HAPPINESS,
ENERGY, and PRODUCTIVITY.

HarclCover Library Editio~z -Not Available Lz Stores.

Only ~24.9Jr each, including shipping. Order Your Copies TODAY!

✓ Orders -Call: 1(800) 334-7606, ext. EM ✓Fax - 1(213) 656-9248
Major Credit Cards Accepted

✓ Ma;~ cne~k to: The Grief Recovery Institute
P.O. Box 461659, Dept. EM, Los Angeles, CA 90046-1659
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are accepting and encouraged by the
relaxation of the Content Area 3 and 4
PDH requirement for recertification.
We have also noticed that for the third
consecutive recertification period, the
recertification rate is going to be more
than 60 percent, a significant increase
From just more than three years ago.

Again, this commitment by
CEAPs to maintain their credential is a
strong demonstration of the value and
utility of obtaining and maintaining
the CEAP. One final theme seen
among those recertifying-85 percent
of CEAPs recertify through PDH sub-
mission, again showing a strong com-
mitment to professional development
and training.

Advising the Newaorx~er

One of the newest ways to show
an active commitment to the EA pro-
fession is by participating in the
advisement requirement for new CEAP
candidates. While a sometimes chal-
lenging process, a recent survey of
advisors suggests that they welcome
the opportunity to provide coaching/
mentoring to newcomers in the EA
profession. In this manner, advisement
is similar to our 12-step colleagues
who may "sponsor" a newcomer into
the program—it is fulfilling and
enriching for both parties. The EACC
recently developed some additional
guidelines for the CEAP advisor, clari-
fying the distinction between advise-
ment and supervision. While these
guidelines will be published in 1999,
feel free to call the EACC office and
speak to our supportive staff mem-
bers Joni, Kimberly, or Anthony—to
obtain a draft copy of these guidelines.
The EACC will also be presenting a
workshop about the advisement
process at the EAPA's Las Vegas con-

~ ~ '

~ ' ~

• Face to face counseling

• Telephone counseling

• Crisis intervention

• Short-term cognitive

behavioral therapy

• Assessment based on DSM-IV

• Nationwide referral network

foc medical treatment

• Stress control training

programs

• Counseling staff with

degrees above MA

• Bilingual counselor and

psychiatrist

• Management by information

database

• Human resource management

& OD consulting for

behavioral risk management

We are happy to offer
our EAP services in Japan.

Foresight, Inc.

E-mail
foresgt@po.sphere. ne. jp

Address

1-20-2 Heiseishinkin Bldg. 6F

Ebisunishi Sl~ibuya-k~i,

Tokyo 150-0021 Japan
TEL : +81-(0)3-3464-7480
P'AX : +81-(0)3-3464-7291
Contact Person : Miwa Yokoi

Tomoki Kato
P►•esident : Motohisa Nara, MAMBA
Obtained BA in Law at Waseda
University, Japan. MBA from
Northwestern University (Kellogg
School), US. MA in counseling at
Tsukuba UuiversiCy, Japan.

If you're not offering
a financial fitness
program, you're
short-changing
your clients.

More and more, employers
are becoming aware of

the value of financial work/life
services and the benefits of a
financially healthy workforce.

BALANCE is a unique pro-
gram, designed to support

EAP providers anti their
clients.

ALANCE

BALANCE's financial fitness program
offers:

•Confidential money management and
debt counseling, including HUD-certified
housing counseling

•Direct transfer or referral to an InfoLine
where employees' financial questions are
answered immediately

• On-site orientations and workshops

•Monthly program utilization reports

•Customized services to assist HR
departments

•Library of resources and materials

Call today to learn more about

1-800-808-4EAP enhancing your financial work/life
services with BALANCE.

else at this
treatment
center ~ . ?
Drugs and alcohol a~~e
the first problem ....The next
problem is finding a treatment
center where your clients can
safely be themselves and tallc
about the tlwigs they need to.

Fortunately, Pride Institute,
the nation's leader in providing
addiction treatment for the gay,
lesbian, bisexual and h~ansgender
communities, now has
prog~~ams nationally.

~ PRIDE
INSTITUTE
800-54-PRIDE
Most insurance plans cover our programs.
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Conferences
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EACC-Approved Conferences and
Workshops

Unity-Hyland Training Institute

The following workshops will take place in St. Louis, M0: October 9-10,
"Critical Incident Stress Management," 12 hrs.; October 16, "What
Therapists Need to Know About Suicide," 5 hrs.; October 23, "Fostering
Resilience in Children," 5 hrs.; November 6, "Before It's Too Late: Helping
Women in Controlling or Abusive Relationships," 5 hrs.; contact Gwyn
Harvey, 314-569-6138.

EAPA Nebraska &Western Iowa Chapters

October 13 in Lincoln, NE, "Labor and Management Relations," 1.5 hrs.;
February 9 in Mahoney State Park, NE, "Effectively Implementing a Strategic
Plan,"contact Bill Hutto, 402-293-5835.

EAPA Kentucky Chapter

The following workshops will take place in Louisville, KY: October 13, "Brief
Couples Therapy," 1 hr.; November 10, "Divorce," 1 hr.; February 9, "Ethics
and Managed Mental Health Care," 2 hrs.; contact Steph Peterson, 502-
899-3999, ext. 10.

EAP Professional
Federal agency seeking an Employee Workplace
Intervention Analyst to administer the Employee Assistance
Program at its facility located in Southeastern Michigan.
This individual will provide management with information
and feedback on program activities and develop
recommendations to improve and increase management
and employee support for the program.

Candidates must possess a knowledge of counseling and
intervention techniques, organizational behavior, and the
ability to identify and evaluate community resources.
Individuals must also perform and understand clinical
counseling and treatment methods including chemical
dependency issues for all age groups in a variety of set-
tings. Agraduate degree in psychology, counseling or other
discipline related to human behavior issues is required.

Qualified applicants must successfully pass apre-employment
drug screening to meet the requirement to be drug-free and
be a U.S. citizen or have a permanent resident alien status.

Salary range: $48,279 - $63,728. We offer excellent bene-
fits including employer paid life insurance, health insurance,
savings/investment plan with employer contributions,
retirement plan, and sick leave. Interested candidates
should send their resumes, including salary history to:
Manager, Human Resources, P.O. Box 9400,
Royal Oal, MI 48068-9400. EOE
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National Managed Health Care Congress

34 November 16-19 in Los Angeles, 34 workshops for 1-3 hrs. each; con-
tact Kathleen Benger, 781-663-6508.

COMPASS

January 22 in Ft. Lauderdale, FL, "An Overview of Critical Incident Stress
and Trauma in the Workplace," 7 hrs.; January 23 in Ft. Lauderdale, FL,
"Advanced Training in Critical Incident Stress, Crisis, and Trauma
Response," 6 hrs.; contact Gerald W. Lewis, Ph.D., 508-872-6228.

EAPA New York City Chapter

January 26 in New York City, "Emergence of a New Diagnosis," 2 hrs.; con-
tact Paul LeSchack, 212-656-2406.

The EAPA North Florida Chapter will hold its annual meeting on
October 16 in Jacksonville Beach, Florida, at the Sea Turtle Inn.
Theme: "Trauma: Responding Today and Rebuilding for Tomorrow."
Contact Resource EAP at 800-421-7327.

Day one:

Managing Hostility
in the Workplace

Day s two c~c three

Critical Incident Stress,
Trauma and Crisis

Presented by

Gerald W. Lewis, Ph.D., author of:
Critical Incident Stress and Trauma in the Workplace
and Hostility in the Workalace: Myths &Realities

Oct 7, 8, 9, 1998 Boston, MA
Jan 20, 21, 22, 1999 Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Mar 17, 18, 19, 1999 S811 AIlI011lO, TX

1 day Hostility program (7 PDHs) $150.00
2 day CISlT program (13 PDHs) $275.00.

Registration includes copy of book.
Participants may register for either program or

receive a discount of $375.00 if registering for both.
COMPASS

1290 Worcester Rd., Pramingh~un, MA 01702
(800) 649-6228 email: compassl@gis.uet

Bereavement
A Magazine of Hope and Heslirig

Bereavement Publishing

introduces .. .

Grief in the
Workplace

A powerful and dynamic
Corporate Training

Program
designed to help corporate

America understand the
grief process

Rachel Kodanaz, marketing
director and experienced middle
manager who was widowed in
1992 talks firsthand about the

journey of discovery in grieving,
the bridges that need to be built,
and the barriers that must be
broken down in a corporate

environment.

The training program includes:
• customized training sessions
• training manual
• computerized checklist
• follow-up procedures
• and much more

CQ~I

1-888-60 4 HOPE (4673)

~~~mong the World's Leading Conferences on

Alcohol and Drug Addiction."

1 ~ l

An International Conference for
Alcohol and Drug Addiction Professionals

December 2 - 5,1998, Marriott Marquis, Atlanta, GA

nth A Special, Pre-Conference Nurses Forum:
T7ie International Nurses Anonymous 4th Annual Meeting

`Addiction, Recovery £~ Celebration" — Tuesday, Dec. 1, 1998

SECAD has been a leader in the field of addiction for over 22
years with the foremost speakers, the most up-to-the-minute
topics and extensive exhibit and networking areas. Plan to attend
SECAD/98 this December 2-5 for 3'/z days of seminars, meetings
and workshops that make up one of the finest educational and.,
networking opportuniries available anywhere.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND. SECAD is directed to medical,

counseling, educational, judicial and other professionals or anyone
who deals with the problems of addiction in their workplace,
school, church, home or community.
Ssenn's Woiu.n C~evss How[,. The specracular Aclan[a

Marriott Marquis is once again the conference hotel for SECAD.
Located in the heart of downtown Atlanta, it features spacious,
ultra-modern accommodations, impressive yet comfortable
meeting facilities, plus many close-by, casual, specialty and
gourmet restaurants and shops.
Oux E~~rroxs. SECAD features an expanded, comfortable

exhibition area with exhibitors from all areas of the addiction and
recovery industry. The exhibit hall is convenient to our meeting
rooms, with spacious lounge and refreshment areas that will be the
center of many conference events.

Call today or write for complete conference information
and agenda:

800-845-1567
Outride U.S. 678-297-4850 •FAX 678-297-4940
Visit us online at: www.charterbehavioral.com

22.0 CME credit hours awarded in Category 1

SECAD/98 -CONFERENCE INFORMATION ~A~Z
Prof. Diuipline ~

i
i
i
i
i

cry: s~~: z~P: ~

MAII, TO: SECADP98, Charter Behavioral Health Systems,1105 Sannuary Parkway, Suite 400, Npharetta, GA 30004

j Telephone: 800-845-1567 • 678-297-4850 • (FAX 678-297-4940) j
L________________________________________________________J
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Poli
Be Pv~ep~v~e~ If Cov~~v~ess ~~~xcts D~~%~TI' G~~zv~ts
by Sheila Macdonald, Director, Legislation and Public Policy

s this issue of the EAPA

Exchange goes to press, it

is not clear if the US

Senate will take action on
its version of the "Drug-Free
Workplace (DFWP) Act of 1998"—a
bill that would provide grants to small

businesses to esCablish demonstration
DFWP programs. The bill includes a
requirement for employee access to an
EAP. If the Senate does act and the
president signs the bill into law, EA

professionals need to be aware of pos-
sible opportunities to participate in the
gran[ program. ror those EAPs that
provide DFWP services, the time to
prepare for those opportunities is now.

.Program Requirements

The bill would provide for non-

profit 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(6) organi-

zations to apply to the U.S. Small

Business Administration for grants to
set up DFWP demonstration programs
for small businesses. Ten million dol-
lars would be authorized for the fiscal
year beginning October 1, 1998.

These demonstrations would require:
(1) a written DFWP policy;

(2) training for alcohol and drug

abuse prevention for employees in

general and parents in particular;

(3) mandatory drug testing (type noC

specified);

(4) employee access to an LAP; and

(S) a continuing DFWP program.

Impact on EAPs

Under either the House or Senate ver-

sion of the bill, the EAP profession

would have several options for parcici-

pating in the grants program:

(1) EAPA chapters and EAPs chat are
501(c)(3) or 501(c)(6)organiza[ions,

might be eligible to apply for a grant
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if other conditions are inet. If a

grant were received, ehe chapter or
EAP then could set up and adininis-
ter ademonstration DFWP program
and provide ongoing EAP services; ar

(2) EAPs might have the opportunity
to set up a workplace DPWP pro-
gram, asmall business purchasing
consortium, and ongoing EAP ser-

vices for those grantees that do not
already provide DFWP services; ar

(3) EAPs might be able to offer ongoing
DFWP services to small businesses
once a DFWP program is escab-
lished (demonstrations are required
to provide "employee access [o an
employee assistance program").

House/Senate Status

The "Drug Free Workplace Act of
1998", HR 3853, introduced by Rep.
Rob Portman (R-OH) May 13, has
been on a fast track. The House Small
Business Committee held hearings and
markup on May 14 and June 11,
respectively; Che House then voted
approval on June 23, 402 to 9. The
same day, Sen. Paul Coverdell (R-GA)
introduced a similar bill, S 2203, in
the Senate; and, because of the over-
whelming House vote, the Senate
Small Business Committee bypassed
hearings and sent the measure directly
co markup. However, towards the end
of July, some opposition arose, priinar-
ily to mandatory drug tesCing require-
lnents, and markup was postponed
until after the Labor Day recess.

EAPA's Position

EAPA does not have a formal Board
position on DFWP programs or on the
issue of workplace drug testing; howev-
er, it does have positions in supporC of
expanded opportunities for EAPA chap-
ters and EAPs. Thus, with policy input

from a Legislative and Public Policy
(LAPP) Committee cask force and [he
Labor Director, Ted Mapes, LAPA has
provided to Capitol Hill stiff baek-
ground materials about LAPS and their
long history of implementing successful
DFWP programs, pointing out that
rehabilitation should be an option if
there is testing, and recommending that
this bill, if enacted, not be construed to
mandate testing in future permanent
programs. It has, in addition, supplied
information on setting up small business
consortia to bring down unit costs.

Contact Points for EAPs

If the legislation is signed into law,
the U.S. Small Business Administration
will be authorized to issue regulations
and make grants for this program
sometime after October 1, 1998. EA
professionals interested in participating
from the outset should begin making
contacts now so that they know the key
players and the key players know about
EAPs. For more information, call: (1)
the U.S. Small Business Administration,
202-205-6700; (2) your regional SBA
office; (3) your local Small Business
Development Center; Rep. Rob
PorCman's staff person, Chris Marsden,
202.-225-3164; or Sen. Paul Coverdell's
staff person, Dan McGirt, 202-224-
4833. To identify small businesses that
might have an interest in setting up
DFWP programs, contact your local
Chamber of Commerce, other small
business organizations, and nonprofit
organizations, such as community
mental health centers and groups that
promote inner ciCy anti-drug programs
in conjunction with employment
opportunities in small business.

For a fi~ee DFWP Information
Pacice[, call the LAPA Resource Center,
703-522-6272, ext. 307. Q

RECEIVE THREE FREE PAMPHLETS!
Check the boxes of the three you'd like to see:

HH-002 Stimulants

HH-003 Preventing Alcohol &Other Drug Use

HH-004 Cocaine &Crack

HH-005 Marijuana

HH-006 Inhalants

HH-007 Hallucinogens

HH-008 Depression

HH-009 Codependence

HH-010 Alcohol

HH-011 Sexually Transmitted Diseases

HH-012 Eating Disorders
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HH-014 Youth, Alcohol, &Other Drugs

HH-015 Tobacco

HH-016 Helping a Friend with a Drinking Problem

HH-017 Drinking, Drugging and Driving
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HH-032 Children and Divorce

HH-033 Coping with Grief and Loss

HH-034 Improving Self-Esteem

HH-035 Living with Someone Who is Depressed

HH-036 What is Post-Traumatic Stress?

HH-037 Child Sexual Abuse
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Deliver easy-to-read, concise information on a
wide range of behavioral subjects. Ideal for

• Workplaces and schools
• EAP, student assistance and wellness

programs
• Screening and referral centers
• Mental health and substance abuse

treatment programs

Pamphlets can be personalized with your
organization's name to increase their value as a
referral tool. ~
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Or for $10 (includes shipping and handling charges)
you may receive a complete sample pack that

includes one each of 32 titles. Orders outside the US
and Canada must be prepaid. Send your purchase
order or payment (in U.S. currency) payable to:

Performance Resource Press, Inc.

1270 Rankin Drive, Suite F •Troy, MI 48083-2843

or CALL 800-453-7733
For faster service, place your order on a credit card

(Master Card or Visa).
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How to Submit an Article to the
EAPA Exchange

The EAPA Exchange welcomes the opportunity
to review member submissions for publication
and to retain and use them as appropriate. The
Exchange also reserves the right to edit or
decline submissions as necessary. Published
articles by members tlo not necessarily reflect
EAPA philosophy or policy.
The 1998 editorial calendar lists the main topic
of each magazine. Other topics of interest will
be included in each issue as space allows.
Articles should be 1400-2200 words long and,
whenever appropriate, charts, graphs, and/or
photos should be included. Because of space
limitations, the Exchange does not list refer-
encesbut does encourage the reader to contact
the author for those references.

Authors should submit a hard copy of the
manuscript as well as a disk containing the
manuscript. Software should be compatible
with Microsoft Word 7.0 for Wintlows,l0 pt.
Times Roman.

....
o fors an c~ii-iin~?

developtncnt j~rp~ ~~ ,
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GhemxCal Dt~ien

~i sYn~ the We~rtci ~Virlc. ~1rrh,
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PCACB and NAADAC

approved

For ►Wore information, call
1-800-252-3592 (toll free within
the United States);
1-834865-5403. (international
calls); fax: 814-865-3290;
e-mails psuwd~psu.edu
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In most cases, published articles will include a
photograph of the author; whenever possible,
please submit a photograph with the manu-
script. For more information, or to discuss
your topic before submitting it for publication,
please call the editor at 703-522-6272.

www.eap-association.com
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EAPA Mission
Statement

To promote the highest standards
of practice and the continuing

development of employee assistance
professionals and programs.

Haue You Changed
Your Address.

~ If you have moved and have not yet ~
~ informed EAPA Headquarters, please ~
~ contact Juanita Padgett, c/o EAPA ~
~ Headquarters, 2101 Wilson Boulevard, ~
~ Suite 500, Arlington, Virginia 22201; ~
~ (fax) 703-522-4585; (e-mail) ~
i EAPMEMMAN@aol.com i
1 1
~ Former Address: ~

1
1 1
~ 1
1 1
1
1 New Address: ~
1 1

1
1 1
1 1

L-------------J

The Customers You
Want Read the

EAPA Exchange

To Advertise in the
Next Issue of

EAPA
Exchan e
Call Marilyn Lowrance

703-538-5557
NovJDec. ̀98 Issue

Deadline: October 15

Wisconsin Officials Proclaim September 1998 as Employee
Assistance and Drug-Free Workplace Awareness Month
by Sandy Kohn, President, EAPA SouthCentral Wisconsin Chapter

Wisconsin Governor Tommy G. Thompson signed and read a
proclamation that designated September 1998 as "Employee
Assistance and Drug-Free Workplace Awareness Month." The
State of Wisconsin AODA Council and its Intervention and
Treatment Committee worked with the EAPA Wisconsin chap-
ters to develop the proclamation. On September 1, 1998, the
City of Madison Common Council adopted Mayor Susan J. M.
Bauman's resolution (as a companion to the Governor's procla-
mation) that declared the same.

Pictured with Governor Thompson in his Capital Office, front

row, left to right, are: Muriel Harper, EAP director, State
Department of Health and Family Services; Sandy Kohn, pres-
ident, EAPA SouthCentral Wisconsin Chapter, and director,

City of Madison EAP. Back row, left to right, are: Robert

Seidner, vice president, EAPA SouthCentral Chapter, and EAP

director, Meriter Health Services; Keith Lang, staff member,

State AODA Council; Mae Demps, member, State AODA

Council's Intervention and Treatment Committee and execu-

tive director, SAFE Group Services in Milwaukee; Joe Leean,

secretary, State Department of Health and Family Services

(DHFS); Jim Buchen, vice president, government relations,

Wisconsin Manufacturers 6a Commerce; Sinikka McCabe,

administrator, Division of Supportive Living, State DHFS;

Vincent Ritacca, staff member, Intervention and Treatment

Committee, and chief, Program and Systems Development

Section, DHFS; Jim Shields, representative, EAPA

SouthEastern Wisconsin Chapter, and EAP administrator for

Wisconsin Electric Power Company. Not pictured: Michael

Hert, Employee Resource Center, Green Bay, and chair of the

Intervention and Treatment Committee that initiated the

proclamation efforts.

1998 LEAP EXAM
Application Deadlines: Exam Dates: Eligibility:

October 1 December 12 You must meet one of two eligibility options

OPTION 1:
• 3,000 hours of work experience in an EAP setting, which must have been gained over a minimum of 2

years, and within 7 years of the date of the application for the CEAP exam; AND

• 40 PDHs* (Professional Development Hours) with at least 24 of them in content areas 3 and/or 4
(*see PDH requirements below); AND

• 24 hours of CEAP advisement spread out over at least six months

OPTION 2:
• Graduate degree in an EAP-related discipline (car equivalent outside the U.S.); AND
• 2,000 hours of work experience in an EAP setting, which must have been gained over a minimum of 2 years,

and within 7 years of the date of the application for the CEAP exam; AND
• 10 PDHs* (Professional Development Hours) with at least 6 of them in content areas 3 and/or 4 (*see PDH

requirements below); AND
• 24 hours of CEAP advisement spread out over at least 6 months

PDH Requirements for Both Options:

• Must have at least 60% of total PDHs within content areas 3 and/or 4;
• No more than 50% of PDHs may be earned through EAPA Self Study Guides;
• No PDHs may be earned by writing sample exam questions; PDHs must be from training occurring November 11, 1995 or later.
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Employee Assistance
Professionals Association

2101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201
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www.EAP-Association.com
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